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Abstract

Kontsevich’s graph flows are – universally for all finite-dimensional affine Poisson man-
ifolds – infinitesimal symmetries of the spaces of Poisson brackets. We show that the
previously known tetrahedral flow and the recently obtained pentagon-wheel flow pre-
serve the class of Nambu-determinant Poisson bi-vectors P = [[̺(x) ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z, a]] on
R3 ∋ x = (x, y, z) and P = [[[[̺(y) ∂x1 ∧ . . .∧∂x4 , a1]], a2]] on R4 ∋ y, including the gen-
eral case ̺ 6≡ 1. We detect that the Poisson bracket evolution Ṗ = Qγ(P

⊗#Vert(γ))
is trivial in the second Poisson cohomology, Qγ = [[P, ~X([̺], [a])]], for the Nambu-
determinant bi-vectors P (̺, [a]) on R3. For the global Casimirs a = (a1,. . .,ad−2) and
inverse density ̺ on Rd, we analyse the combinatorics of their evolution induced by
the Kontsevich graph flows, namely ˙̺ = ˙̺([̺], [a]) and ȧ = ȧ([̺], [a]) with differen-
tial-polynomial right-hand sides. Besides the anticipated collapse of these formulas by
using the Civita symbols (three for the tetrahedron γ3 and five for the pentagon-wheel
graph cocycle γ5), as dictated by the behaviour ̺(x′) = ̺(x) · det‖∂x′/∂x‖ of the in-
verse density ̺ under reparametrizations x ⇄ x′, we discover another, so far hidden
discrete symmetry in the construction of these evolution equations.
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1 Introduction

Kontsevich’s infinitesimal symmetries P 7→ P + εQ(P ) + ō(ε) of the spaces of Poisson
structures are universal for all finite-dimensional affine Poisson manifolds (M d

aff, P ), pre-
serving the property of the Cauchy datum P (ε = 0) to remain Poisson modulo ō(ε)
at ε > 0. Differential-polynomial in the bi-vector components, the right-hand sides Q(P )
of the flows are encoded by using the graph cocycles in the Kontsevich undirected graph
complex. The tetrahedral cocycle flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P

⊗4
) is the first example from the

pioneering paper [15] (cf. [20] and [2]); graph cocycles beyond the tetrahedron γ3 are
discussed in [8] (see references therein); the next, higher nonlinearity degree flows are con-
structed for the pentagon-wheel cocycle γ5 in [10] and for the heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7
in [9]. We now study the restriction of this universal construction to a particular class
of Poisson brackets, so that their analytic properties repercuss in the combinatorics of
algebraic structures and in the Poisson-cohomological (non)triviality of the infinitesimal
deformations P 7→ P + εQ(P ) + ō(ε) with the markers Q ∈ ker[[P, ·]] of second Poisson
cohomology classes [Q] ∈ H2

P (M
d
aff = R

d).
The goal of this paper is to explore the combinatorics that arises for the restriction of

these symmetry flows Ṗ = Q(P ) to the class of generalized Nambu-determinant Poisson
brackets,

{f, g} = ̺(x) · det
∥

∥∂(a1, . . . , ad−2, f, g)/∂(x
1, . . . , xd)

∥

∥, (1)

with d−2 global Casimirs a = (a1, . . . , ad−2) and inverse density ̺ on R
d. These bi-vectors’

components, referred to a system of (global, e.g., Cartesian) coordinates, are

P ij = {xi, xj} = ̺(x) ·
∑

i1,...,id−2

εi1···id−2ij ·
∂a1
∂xi1

· · ·
∂ad−2

∂xid−2
, (2)

where ε~ı is the Civita symbol.

Example 1. Among the most well known examples of Poisson structures from this class
we recall, for instance,

• the Euler top bracket {xi, xj} = εijk · xk on E
3 ≃ so(3)∗, that is {x, y} = z and so on

w.r.t. the signed permutations σ ∈ S3. This bracket is Nambu-class with ̺ ≡ 1 and the
global polynomial Casimir a(x, y, z) = 1

2 (x
2 + y2 + z2).

• the log-symplectic bracket {x, y} = 1
2xy (and so on, cyclically), given on R

3 with ̺ ≡ 1
by the Casimir a = 1

2xyz. This bracket is important in deformation quantization (on R
2 ⊂

R
3) since it is expected that x⋆y = exp(~) · y ⋆x for the associative noncommutative star-

product with this Poisson bracket, {x, y} = xy, in the leading deformation term (see
[16, 17, 19] and [1]).

Linear in the functional parameters ̺ and a, the Nambu-determinant bi-vectors (2)
constitute a large class of Poisson structures which are special in the following sense.
Firstly, for any choice of ̺ 6≡ 1, Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets (1) admit the max-
imal set of d− 2 Casimirs a = (a1,. . .,ad−2). The space R

d is foliated by the intersections
of the level sets {ai = const} into symplectic leaves, which are generally two-dimensional:
e.g., consider the concentric spheres {x | x2 + y2 + z2 = const > 0} for the Euler top. In
consequence, Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets (1) all have rank not exceeding two,
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so that all the minors of size 3× 3 (and higher) in its coefficient matrix (2) vanish for this
class of brackets. This is not always so for other types: e.g., consider the nondegenerate
symplectic case on R

2d.

And not every Poisson bracket on R
3 admits a global polynomial Casimir a 6≡ const

if the coefficients P ij of the bi-vector P are polynomial. (Whereas for the Nambu class
this is achieved tautologically by taking ̺, ai ∈ R[x1, . . . , xd] in any fixed system of affine
coordinates on R

d in any dimension d > 3.)

Counterexample 2 ([21]). On R
d with Cartesian coordinates x = (x1, . . . , xd), consider

the Euler vector field ~E =
∑

i x
i · ∂/∂xi and, for any k > 2, take another homogeneous

vector field ~V =
∑

j(x
j)k · ∂/∂xj . By definition, put P := ~V ∧ ~E. Then the bi-vector P

is Poisson — yet it does not admit any non-constant global polynomial Casimir a on R
d.

(A proof is recalled in Appendix A, see p. 209 below.)

In the same context of competing “generic vs special”, Kontsevich’s graph flows pro-
vide (markers of the) second Poisson cohomology classes Q([P ]) ∈ ker[[P, ·]] in an ex-
tremely broad setting: indeed, universally for all finite-dimensional affine Poisson mani-
folds (M d

aff, P ). This automatically poses the problem of (non)triviality for these Poisson
cohomology classes [Q] ∈ H2

P (M
d
aff). We recall from [2, 5] that for nontrivial graph cocy-

cles γ in the Kontsevich undirected graph complex, there does not exist any mechanism
that would trivialize the flows Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗#Vert(γ)) at the level of Kontsevich’s graphs,
that is, by using a would-be universal trivializing vector field ~X again determined within
the graph language, and hence by a formula that would work uniformly in all dimensions.
For instance, such is manifestly the case for the tetrahedron γ3, for the pentagon-wheel
cocycle γ5, etc. In other words, the coboundary equation,

O~r(γ)(P⊗#Vert(γ))− [[P, ~X(γ′)]] = ♦(P, [[P,P ]]),

has no solution (γ′,♦) in terms of graphs γ′ and Leibniz graphs ♦ for the main sequence of
nontrivial graph cocycles γ3, γ5, γ7, . . . and their iterated commutators. Let us emphasize
that the Kontsevich graph language from [15] is universal for all dimensions d > 2 of the
Poisson manifold at hand; we detect that for the cocycles γ3, γ5, and γ7 the coboundary
equation has no solution if the dimension d > 3 is not fixed a priori. But if d = 2, the graph
γ′ trivializing the tetrahedral γ3-flow is found in [2]); likewise, in [3, Ch. 6] the trivializing
vector fields ~X over d = 2 were found for the pentagon-wheel γ5-flow and for the γ7-flow. In
all these cases, namely for the graph cocycles γ3, γ5, and γ7, the trivializing vector fields ~X
on R

2 are Hamiltonian w.r.t. the standard symplectic structure on R
2 and w.r.t. three

Hamiltonians H3, H5, and H7 which are also available from [3, Ch. 6]. Moreover, when
the dimension is fixed to d = 2, these three Hamiltonians themselves are also realized by
using Kontseivich graphs. We conclude that in a given dimension d > 2, there can appear
more objects specific to Kontsevich’s graph flows over Poisson manifolds of that dimension;
these new objects such as the trivializing vector fields ~X and their Hamiltonians H can
again be realized by using the Kontsevich graph language or its extensions: see §6 below
(where we have d = 3). The present work serves to continue – from [2, 3, 5, 6] – the line of
study on the Poisson (non)triviality of Kontsevich’s graph flows in arbitrary or prescribed
dimension d > 3.
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The fact we discover is that for several classes of Poisson structures, the Kontsevich
graph flows are Poisson-trivial, so that the resulting shifts Q([P ]) = O~r(γ)(P⊗n

) of Pois-
son bi-vectors P are induced by highly nonlinear, non-affine reparametrizations of the
base coordinates – along the integral trajectories of the trivializing vector fields ~X – on
the affine Poisson manifolds M d

aff. Such is the case for the Nambu-determinant class of
brackets P (̺, [a]) on R

3 and the tetrahedral graph flow preserving it. We establish the
fact of trivialization and we collapse the formula of the vector field ~X([̺], [a]) by using the
features of the Nambu–Poisson geometry under study. (All these analytic and combina-
torial results are verified by direct calculation.) We express the vector field ~X in terms
of “micro-graphs” the construction of which is specific to dimension d = 3; it remains
to explain the work of trivialization and collapse mechanism in a way which would allow
extension to d > 3.

Remark 1. For a chosen volume element dvol(x) = dx/̺(x) with smooth ̺, needed for
construction of the Nambu-determinant bi-vectors P = da/dvol(x), the zero locus of the
inverse density ̺ provides a tiling of the affine space R

d. Inside each cell bounded by the
walls {x | ̺(x) = 0}, that is on every maximal subset where the restriction of ̺ is nowhere
vanishing, the inverse density can be brought to a constant ̺′(x′) ≡ ±1 by a (non)linear,
pointwise-dependent rescaling of local coordinates. The restriction of the graph flows to
the subclass of ‘genuine’ Nambu-determinant brackets P = da/dx can either degenerate
(e.g., for the tetrahedral flow over R

3) or stay nonzero (e.g., for the tetrahedral flow
over R

4), see below. In all these cases, the trivializing vector fields ~X behave in a usual
way, as tensors do, in the course of such transformations to the normal coordinates; note
that the vector fields ~X can also acquire arbitrary Poisson-exact summands [[P,H ]]. Yet
the construction of the normal coordinates satisfying ̺′(x′) = ±1 is a priori not correlated
at all with the affine structure — which the graph flows refer to.

This paper is structured as follows. In §2 we recall the construction of Nambu–determinant
Poisson brackets P (̺, [a]) on R

d as derived brackets and we inspect how their elements ̺
and a are deformed along vector fields ~X on R

d. We recall also the construction of
Kontsevich’s graph flows on spaces of Poisson structures over affine Poisson manifolds
(M d

aff, P ). Next, in §3 we detect that the Nambu class of Poisson brackets on R
3 and R

4

is preserved by the graph flows for the tetrahedral cocycle γ3 and by the pentagon-wheel
cocycle γ5 over R

3. The structure of induced evolution ˙̺([̺], [a]), ȧ([̺], [a]) is then put,
in §4, in correspondence with the original graph cocycle, and the formulas of induced
velocities are collapsed by using the Civita symbols (one per graph vertex minus one
overall: e.g., three symbols for the tetrahedron); the affine structure of Rd is crucial at
that point. In §5 we analyze the algebra and combinatorics of the marker-monomials
under the sums with multiple Civita symbols. Here we discover an extra symmetry of the
Kontsevich graph flows’ restriction to the spaces of Nambu-determinant Poisson structures.
Finally, we establish in §6 that the tetrahedral flow over R3 is Poisson-cohomology trivial,
and we collapse the formula of the trivializing vector field ~X by using the same mechanism
of Civita symbols as before. The paper concludes with a list of open problems about the
graph flows and combinatorics of their restrictions to the Nambu class of brackets.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 The generalized Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets

In the context of quark dynamics and n-ary interactions, Nambu introduced ([24], cf. [11,
12]) a class of Poisson brackets with global Casimirs a = (a1, . . ., ad−2) on R

d ∋ x: the
Poisson bi-vectors are derived –w.r.t. the top-degree multivector ̺(x) · ∂x1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂xd

on R
d – using the Schouten bracket [[·, ·]],

P = [[· · · [[̺(x) ∂x1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂xd , a1]] . . . , ad−2]],

with a not necessarily constant inverse of the volume density, ̺(x). The coordinate ex-
pressions are, for example,

{f, g} = ̺(x) ·

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(a, f, g)

∂(x, y, z)

∣

∣

∣

∣

= ̺(x, y, z) ·

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ax fx gx
ay fy gy
az fz gz

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

on R
3 ∋ x = (x, y, z), and likewise,

{f, g} = ̺(x, y, z, w) ·

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(a1, a2, f, g)

∂(x, y, z, w)

∣

∣

∣

∣

on R
4 with global (e.g., Cartesian) coordinates x = (x, y, z, w). It is obvious that the given

functions ai which show up in the construction of the bi-vector P Poisson-commute with
any argument f ∈ C∞(Rd). The scalar functions ai(x) = ai(x

′(x)) do not change under
the coordinate transformations x(x′) ⇄ x′(x). Given two scalar functions f, g ∈ C∞(Rd),
their Poisson bracket is also a scalar function. To counterbalance the behaviour of the
Jacobian determinant in the course of coordinate transformations,

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(a, f, g)

∂(x, y, z)

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(a, f, g)

∂(x′, y′, z′)

∣

∣

∣

∣

·

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(x′, y′, z′)

∂(x, y, z)

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

the coefficient ̺ of top-degree multivector on R
d behaves accordingly, ̺(x) ⇄ ̺′(x′). E.g.,

on R
3 we have that

̺(x, y, z) ·

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(x′, y′, z′)

∂(x, y, z)

∣

∣

∣

∣

= ̺′(x′, y′, z′),

with an elementary general fact that dx/̺(x) = dx′/̺′(x′) and

̺(x) ·
∣

∣∂(x′)
/

∂x
∣

∣ = ̺′(x′) (3)

for all dimensions d > 3. So, let us keep in mind that the coefficient ̺(x) = ̺′(x′)·|∂x/∂x′|
of the top-degree multivector ̺(x) · ∂x1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂xd is nontrivially reparametrized under
the changes x(x′) ⇄ x′(x), whereas the scalar functions ai are not transformed. Let us
remember also that so far, the coordinate changes could be arbitrarily nonlinear, that is,
not necessarily linear or affine on R

d.
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Lemma 1. Let a : R3 → R be a differentiable function, ~Y ∈ Γ(TR3) be a (C1-)vector
field on R

3, and T ∈ Γ(∧3TR3) be a (differentiable) tri-vector on R
3; refer it to any global

(e.g., Cartesian) coordinates x, y, z on R
3 by the formula T = ̺(x, y, z) ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z. For

convenience, put ~X = −~Y . Then the scalar function a and tri-vector T evolve along the
integral trajectories of the vector field ~Y such that their Lie derivatives are, respectively,

L~Y
(a) = [[~Y , a]] = ~Y (a) = − ~X(a) (4a)

and

L~Y
(T ) = [[~Y , T ]] = [[T, ~X ]], (4b)

so that
(

∂
∂tY

̺
)

·∂x∧∂y∧∂z = [[̺ ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z, ~X]], where tY is the natural parameter along

an integral trajectory of ~Y .
• Let P be a Poisson bi-vector on R

3. Whenever the vector field ~Y is shifted by a Hamil-
tonian vector field [[P,H ]], the evolutions of the scalar function a and of the coefficient ̺
in T respond by

L~Y+[[P,H]](a) =
~Y (a) + {a,H}P

and

L~Y+[[P,H]](T ) =
∂

∂tY
̺ · ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z + ∂P ([[T,H ]]),

where ∂P = [[P, ·]] is the Poisson differential.
• Consider the generalized Nambu-determinant Poisson bi-vector P3D = [[T, a]] on R

3.
Trivial in its second Poisson cohomology, the evolution of this Poisson bi-vector,

L~Y
(P ) = [[Y, P ]] = ∂P ( ~X),

correlates with its evolution,

∂P

∂tY
([̺], [a]) = P (

∂̺

∂tY
, a) + P (̺,

∂a

∂tY
),

as soon as that is induced from evolution (4) of the Casimir a and coefficient ̺ of the
tri-vector T .

Proof. Formulas (4) are standard in the calculus of multivectors. The second claim and
the correlation of evolutions amount to the Leibniz rule shape,

[[A, [[B,Z ]]]] = [[[[A,B]], Z]] + (−)(|A|−1)(|B|−1)[[B, [[A,Z ]]]] (5)

of the Jacobi identity for the Schouten bracket [[·, ·]] for (homogeneous) multivectors: e.g.,
take A = ~X,B = T and Z = a. �
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Remark 2. In the same way, now by repeated use of the Jacobi identity for [[·, ·]], one
verifies that a Poisson-trivial evolution Q = [[P, ~X ]] of the generalized Nambu-determinant
Poisson bi-vector P4D = [[[[K,a1]], a2]] on R

4 is correlated with the evolution of two Casimirs
a1 and a2,

∂
∂t
ai = − ~X(ai), i = 1, 2,

and of the top-degree multivector K = ̺(x, y, z, w) ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z ∧ ∂w,

∂
∂t
̺ · ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z ∧ ∂w = [[K, ~X ]].

Indeed, we have that

[[P4D, ~X ]] = [[− ~X, [[[[K,a1]], a2]]]]

= [[[[[[− ~X,K]], a1]], a2]] + [[[[K, [[− ~X, a1]]]], a2]] + [[[[K,a1]], [[− ~X, a2]]]].

Whenever the vector field ~Y = − ~X on R
4 is shifted by a Hamiltonian vector field [[P,H ]],

the (signs in the) shifts of evolutions are obtained, along the above lines, for the Casimirs ai
and 4-vector ̺ ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z ∧ ∂w.

2.2 Kontsevich’s graph flows

In the seminal paper [15] (see also [20] and [2, 10, 5, 13, 7, 14] for illustrations and
discussion), Kontsevich designed a method to construct infinitesimal symmetries P =
Q([P ]) of the spaces of Poisson structures on affine finite-dimensional Poisson manifolds
(M d

aff, P ). The construction is universal for all such geometries (with x′ = Ax+ b as the
only admissible coordinate reparametrizations). The right-hand side Q of the evolution
Ṗ = Q([P ]), differential-polynomial in the components of the bi-vector P , is described by
using linear combinations (with real coefficients) of directed graphs; these graphs are built
of wedges ←•→ with prescribed ordering Left ≺ Right of the outgoing arrows in every
internal vertex. Each edge is decorated with its own summation index which runs from 1 to

the dimension d = dim Md; each decorated edge
i
−−→ corresponds to the derivative ∂/∂xi

w.r.t. a local coordinate in an affine chart of M d; each internal vertex of the directed graph
is inhabited by a copy of the Poisson bi-vector P = (P ij(x)). Each graph determines a
differential-polynomial expression (w.r.t. the structure P and the content of sink vertices)
in a natural way: take the product of the (differentiated) contents of the vertices and
sum over all the indices. Two factors, namely (i) the contraction of lower indices – from
∂/∂xi and ∂/∂xj on the respective Left and Right outgoing edges – with the first and
second indices i, j in the skew-symmetric bi-vector components P ij(x) in the arrowtail
vertex, and (ii) the independence of the Jacobians A (in the affine changes x′ = Ax+ b)
from a point of two charts’ overlap, make the Kontsevich construction well defined for an
arbitrary choice of local affine coordinates on (M d

aff, P ).

The graph cocycles γ on n vertices and 2n−2 edges in the Kontsevich undirected graph
complex (see [15] as well as [5, 14] and references therein), when directed (inheriting the
edge ordering from γ) and evaluated at n copies of a given Poisson bi-vector, yield a natural
class of Kontsevich’s graph flows Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n

) on the spaces of Poisson structures.
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Willwacher’s construction of suitable graph cocycles γ from the Grothendieck–Teichmüller
Lie algebra grt gives us the main sequence to work with: Kontsevich’s tetrahedron γ3
(which is the wheel graph with three spikes), the Kontsevich–Willwacher pentagon-wheel
cocycle γ5 (see [9, 8] and [10]), the heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7 (see [8] and [5]), etc., and
their iterated commutators (always on n vertices and 2n − 2 edges, for instance with 9
vertices and 16 edges in [γ3, γ5]). The construction of Lie brackets on the vector space of
graphs with wedge ordering of edges is explained in [15] and [25, 8].

Example 3 ([15, 20] and [2, 14]). The tetrahedron γ3, when oriented by the morphism
O~r to the balanced (by 8 : 24 = 1 : 3) sum,

1
2

(

Γ1(1 , 2 ) − Γ1(2 , 1 )
)

+ 3
(

Γ′
2(1 , 2 ) − Γ′

2(2 , 1 )
)

,

of two skew-symmetrized bi-vector graphs built of wedges (see Fig. 1) now encodes the

✁
✁
✁

✁✁☛✚
✚
✚
✚✚❃

⑥❜
❜
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈❈❲
❆
❆
❆❯

✁
✁
✁☛

PPPPq

✆
✆
✆
✆✎

Γ1 =

R

L

R

L
R

L

L R

✁
✁

✁
✁✁☛

✚
✚

✚
✚✚❂

⑥❜
❜
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈❈❲

❄
❄

PPPPq

✆
✆
✆
✆

✗

Γ′
2 =

k′

ℓ

m′

j
ℓ′

k
m

i

Figure 1. The components of Kontsevich’s tetrahedral flow Ṗ (1 , 2 ) = Γ1(1 , 2 ) + 3
(

Γ′
2(1 , 2 ) −

Γ′
2(2 , 1 )

)

on the space of Poisson bi-vectors P on Rd in any dimension d > 3.

differential-polynomial velocity of Poisson bi-vectors:

Qtetra(P ) = 1 ·

(

∂3P ij

∂xk∂xℓ∂xm
∂P kk′

∂xℓ′
∂P ℓℓ′

∂xm′

∂Pmm′

∂xk′

)

∂

∂xi
∧

∂

∂xj

+ 3 ·

(

∂2P ij

∂xk∂xℓ
∂2P km

∂xk
′
∂xℓ

′

∂P k′ℓ

∂xm
′

∂Pm′ℓ′

∂xj

)

∂

∂xi
∧

∂

∂xm
.

Indeed, we place copies of a given bi-vector P into the internal vertices, match their first
and second indices with the summation indices that decorate the arrows (note that the
ordering, available in the digraph encoding in loc. cit., is not everywhere displayed in Fig. 1,
but it is easily retrieved from the differential-polynomial formula), and for all values of all
the indices, we take the sum of products of all the differentiated contents of the vertices.
It is clear that for an arbitrary affine Poisson manifold, the flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P

⊗4
) is

coordinate-free.
Other examples of nonlinear proper (6≡ 0 if P is Poisson) Kontsevich’s graph flows are

constructed in [10] for the pentagon-wheel cocycle γ5 and in [5] for the heptagon-wheel
cocycle γ7 (see also [14]).

3 Structural stability of the Nambu-determinant brackets
under Kontsevich’s flows

The first main question which we explore in this note is how, in precisely which way the
class (2) of generalized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu-determinant bi-vectors P (̺, [a]) on R

d is stable
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under Kontsevich’s universal deformations Ṗ = Qγ([P ]) given by the graph cocyles γ.
The other question for us to explore is the combinatorial mechanism of this stability. So,
let us first inspect how the infinitesimal symmetries Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗#V (γ)

) of the – actually,
unknown– space of all Poisson brackets P on R

d (where Rd is viewed as an affine manifold)
restrict to the subspace of Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets.

Because the Nambu-determinant bi-vectors P (̺, [a]) = [[· · · [[̺(x) · ∂x, a1]] . . . , ad−2]] are
linear in both the inverse density ̺ and Casimirs a = (a1, . . ., ad−2), the class {P (̺, [a])}
is stable if there exist the velocities ˙̺ and ȧ (depending on the point (̺,a) in the functional
parameter space) such that the Leibniz rule for the time derivative ∂/∂t is verified by

Ṗ (̺, [a]) = P ( ˙̺, [a]) +
∑d−2

i=1
P (̺, [a1], . . . , [ȧi], . . . , [ad−2]). (6)

In particular, the stability of the class is achieved if the evolution ˙̺ and ȧ is differential-
polynomial (of finite degrees and differential orders) in the parameters that evolve,

˙̺ = ˙̺([̺], [a]), ȧ = ȧ([̺], [a]). (7)

The construction of the Kontsevich flow Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n
) from a graph cocycle γ on n

vertices and the count of homogeneities always allow us to estimate both the order and
polynomial degrees of such (non)linear PDE evolution — provided it exists.

Example 4 (γ3-flow over R
3). First, if ̺ ≡ 1 and the Poisson bi-vector is P = [[∂x ∧

∂y ∧ ∂z, a(x, y, z)]], then the Kontsevich tetrahedral flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P
⊗4

[a]) vanishes
identically. In retrospect, this is true because every term in ȧ contains a derivative of ̺,
and all the more each term in ˙̺ does so, whence the Cauchy datum ̺ = const makes the
flow well defined but identically zero.

Let the inverse density ̺(x, y, z) be not necessarily constant over R3. A simple a priori
estimate of homogeneities suggests that the terms in the differential-polynomial right-hand
side of ˙̺ and ȧ are constrained by the ansatz

ȧ ∼ a4̺3, with 9 derivatives in each monomial,

at most 3rd order derivatives of a and of ̺;

˙̺ ∼ a3̺4, with 9 derivatives in each monomial,

at most 3rd order derivatives of a and of ̺.

(8)

By using the method of undetermined coefficients, implementing the problem in soft-
ware for differential calculus on jet spaces (e.g., Jets by M.Marvan [22] or gcaops by
R.Buring [3]), we obtain the nontrivial solution (see also Example 8 on p. 197 below).
The differential polynomial ȧ([̺], [a]) consists of 228 monomials with nonzero coefficients,
and ˙̺([̺], [a]) is 426 monomial long. It is seen that the actual dependence of ȧ and ˙̺ on
the jet variables aσ and ̺τ is such that the lengths of multi-indices σ and τ are bounded
by 1 6 |σ| 6 3 and 0 6 |τ | 6 1 for ȧ and by 1 6 |σ| 6 2 and 0 6 |τ | 6 3 for ˙̺. Apparent
is also that in each monomial, there are exactly three derivatives w.r.t. x, exactly three
w.r.t. y, and exactly three w.r.t. z. Here is a sample how these formulas read:

ȧ = −12̺2ax̺yaxyazzaxyz + 12̺2ax̺yaxyaxzayzz + 12̺2ax̺yaxyaxzzayz + . . . ,

˙̺ = −12̺̺x̺yaxaz̺xxyazz − 12̺̺x̺yaxaz̺xzzayy + 24̺̺x̺yaxaz̺xyzayz + . . . ;
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both formulas are given in full in Appendix B. In what follows, we shall explain these
empiric facts; by understanding the combinatorics in these formulas, we collapse them to
tiny Eqs. (11) on p. 200.

Example 5 (γ3-flow over R4). In contrast with 3D, the tetrahedral flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P
⊗4

)
is nonzero for the “authentic” Nambu-determinant Poisson bi-vector P = [[[[∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z ∧
∂w, a1]], a2]] with pre-factor ̺ ≡ 1 on R

4 ∋ x = (x, y, z, w). With this Cauchy datum
̺ ≡ 1 implying ˙̺ ≡ 0, we obtain that the differential polynomial velocities ȧ1([a1], [a2])
and ȧ2([a1], [a2]) each contain 9024 monomials (of two unequal differential profiles, 4512
and 4512 each, see Example 11).

Now the full case on R
4: take the generalized Nambu–Poisson bi-vector P (̺, [a1], [a2])

= [[[[̺(x) · ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z ∧ ∂w, a1]], a2]]. The tetrahedral flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P
⊗4

) does preserve
this class of Poisson brackets: there exist differential-polynomial velocities of the inverse
density ̺(x) and of the two Casimirs a1, a2 such that1

˙̺ = ˙̺([̺], [a1], [a2]) with 90,024 terms,

ȧ1, ȧ2([̺], [a1], [a2]) with 33,084 terms each.

The combinatorial structure of these right-hand sides in the general case (̺ 6≡ 1) can be
analysed by the technique which we develop in what follows: each of the three expressions
is collapsed by using the marker-monomials for the triple summation with the Civita
symbols on R

4. For instance, the differential monomials in either ȧ1 or ȧ2 are partitioned
according to the homogeneity profiles of derivatives of ̺, a1, and a2 with respect to the
four coordinates on R

4 (see Table 2 on p. 205 below). And all the 33,048 terms in ȧ1 and
ȧ2 are expressed by formulas (13) on p. 201.

Example 6 (γ5-flow over R
3). The pentagon-wheel flow P = O~r(γ5)(P

⊗6
) on the space

of all Poisson structures on R
3 restricts to the Nambu-determinant class of brackets

{P (̺, [a])}. In the differential-polynomial formulas of evolution ˙̺([̺], [a]) and ȧ([̺], [a]),
the right-hand side of ȧ contains 79,212 monomials, and there are as many as 146,340 in
˙̺ (before either formula is collapsed by using five Civita symbols). Both these formulas
of ˙̺ and ȧ are stored externally in the file

https://rburing.nl/gcaops/adot_rhodot_g5_3D.txt

In the meantime, one can estimate the homogeneity degrees and orders, that is the poly-
nomial degrees of each term in ȧ and ˙̺ with respect to the jet variables aσ and ̺τ , as well
as the bounds on the possible (but not necessarily attained) lengths of the multi-indices
σ and τ counting the derivatives. We note that in every monomial, there are 5 subscripts
x (for derivatives, which is the usual notation), 5 subscripts y, and 5 subscripts z; both
ȧ and ˙̺ are manifestly skew-symmetric w.r.t. permutations of the base variables x, y, z
(meaning that the right-hand sides contain at least one Civita symbol εi1i2i3).

1See the file https://rburing.nl/gcaops/adot rhodot g3 4D.txt
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4 The structure of induced evolution ˙̺, ȧ

4.1 Encoding ȧ, ˙̺ by the Kontsevich graphs

The Kontsevich flow Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n
) on the class of generalized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu-

determinant Poisson brackets P (̺, [a]) preserves their structure. Let us interpret this
fact back in the language of Kontsevich’s directed graphs.

Proposition 2 ([21]). The evolution ȧi of each Casimir in the Jacobian determinant
within the Nambu–Poisson bracket,

{f, h}P (̺,[a]) = ̺(x) · det
∥

∥∂(a1, . . . , ad−2, f, g)/∂(x
1, . . . , xd)

∥

∥, (1)

is equal to the value of the graph orientation morphism O~r at the n-tuple P⊗n−1
⊗ai (here

n = #Vert(γ)):

ȧi = O~r(γ)(P⊗n−1
⊗ ai), (9)

where the right-hand side represents the sum of n-linear polydifferential operators which
are encoded by the directed graph cocycle O~r(γ) and which are evaluated at ai placed
consecutively in one of the vertices and the other vertices filled in by copies of the bi-
vector P (̺, [a]).

Example 7. For the tetrahedron γ3, which is symmetric w.r.t. each vertex of the full
graph, we have that (let d = 3 and denote the Casimir a1 by a)

ȧ = O~r(γ3)(P ⊗ P ⊗ P ⊗ a)

= O~r(γ3)(a, P, P, P ) + O~r(γ3)(P, a, P, P ) + O~r(γ3)(P,P, a, P ) + O~r(γ3)(P,P, P, a)

= 4 O~r(γ3)(P,P, P, a),

as soon as the four vertices of γ3 are labelled and the list in the above formula, elements
of which are separated by commas, indicates which argument is placed in which vertex of
the graph.

Commentary. Indeed, the Kontsevich graph flows Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n
) are such that no

arrows fall on the checked factors ˇ̺ and ǎi in the Leibniz formula for Ṗ ,

Ṗ ([̺], [a]) = P ( ˙̺, [ǎ]) +
∑d−2

i=1
P (ˇ̺, [ǎ1], . . . , [ȧi], . . . , [ǎd−2]). (6)

More specifically, to let exist the restriction of Kontsevich’s graph flow to the class of
Nambu-determinant Poisson bi-vectors (2), the directed graph formula, working over the
content of each internal vertex by the Leibniz rule for each in-coming arrow, automatically
singles out the terms in which (i) the pre-factor ̺ remains intact and (ii) the in-coming
derivatives are not spread over several Casimirs in the Jacobian inside that vertex. Non-
trivial in this claim is that precisely all – without exception – terms of such structure do
form the well defined tuple of velocities ȧ. �
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Corollary 3. As soon as the evolution ȧ of the Casimirs is obtained according to formula
(9), from the structure (1) of the Nambu bracket and from the Leibniz rule in Eq. (6) we
deduce the speed of evolution for the inverse density ̺. Namely, we have that

˙̺ ·

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(a1, . . . , ad−2, f, g)

∂(x1, . . . , xd)

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

(

Ṗ ([̺], [a])−

d−2
∑

i=1

P (̺, [a1], . . . , [ȧi], . . . , [ad−2])

)

(f, g), (10)

where f, g ∈ C∞(Rd), the right-hand side with the known flow Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n
) is the

value of the linear combination of bi-vectors at f⊗g, and ˙̺ is extracted from the left-hand
side by division.

Commentary. Indeed, by the above, the right-hand side is a whole multiple of the Ja-
cobian determinant, which itself is equal to P (̺ ≡ 1, [a])(f, g). �

Example 8. The above proposition and corollary, resulting in the explicit differential-
polynomial expressions for the velocities ˙̺ and ȧ that induce a given graph flow Ṗ =
O~r(γ)(P⊗n

) for the Nambu structures [[· · · [[̺(x) ∂x, · · ·a · · ·]] · · ·]] on R
d, are illustrated

in [3, Ch. 6] by using the gcaops software for differential calculus on jet spaces. So far, the
graph formulas are explicitly verified for

• the tetrahedral flow (γ = γ3) on R
3;

• the tetrahedral flow (γ = γ3) on R
4 ∋ x with ̺ ≡ 1 (special case) and generic ̺(x)

which implies ˙̺ 6≡ 0;

• the pentagon-wheel flow (γ = γ5) on R
3 with generic ̺.

For the tetrahedral γ3-flow on R
3, the findings from Example 4 are reproduced identically.

A naive attempt to use the method of undetermined coefficients would be practically
unfeasible in the other three cases, yet Eqs. (9) and (10) serve the correct formulas of ȧ
and ˙̺ without any need to solve a linear algebraic system.

4.2 Civita symbols in ˙̺, ȧ: collapsing the formulas

Our present task is to analyze the combinatorial structure of the differential-polynomial
expressions for ȧ and ˙̺ in formulas (9) and (10), respectively, and collapse them as much
as possible by using this new knowledge.

4.2.1 The determinant provides one Civita symbol

One simple fact is immediate from the presence of Jacobian determinant in the Nambu
brackets.

Proposition 4. The differential polynomials ȧ([̺], [a]) and ˙̺([̺], [a]) are shifted skew-
symmetric w.r.t. permutations of the base variables x1, . . ., xd (i.e. coordinates on the
Poisson manifold R

d): for a graph cocycle γ on n vertices in each term, the velocities ˙̺
and ȧi are skew-symmetric in x1, . . ., xd if n is even (e.g., as for γ3, γ5, γ7, . . ., γ2ℓ+1, . . .)
and symmetric in x1, . . ., xd if n is odd (e.g., such is the case for the cocycle [γ3, γ5] on
9 vertices and 16 edges).
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Proof. Every Poisson bracket of two scalar functions itself is a scalar function. For the
Nambu bracket in particular,

{f, g}P (̺,[a]) = ̺(x) · det
∥

∥∂(a1, . . . , ad−2, f, g)/∂(x
1, . . . , xd)

∥

∥,

this invariance is provided by response (3) of the inverse density ̺ to a permutation σ
of rows in the Jacobian determinant: ̺(x) = (−)σ · ̺′(x′(x)) if x = σ(x′). A simple
count shows that for a graph cocycle γ on n vertices (and 2n− 2 edges), in the respective
differential polynomial of velocity ˙̺ and ȧ, each differential monomial contains the same
number of jet variables for ̺ and ai, and the union of multi-indices from the derivatives
in each monomial is always the same. Namely, we have that up to real coefficients,

˙̺ =
∑

(

terms ∼ ̺n · an−1
1 · . . . · an−1

d−2 with(n− 1)× d base variables x1, . . . , xd
)

;

ȧi =
∑

(

terms ∼ ̺n−1 · ani ·
∏′

j 6=i

an−1
j with (n− 1)× d base variables x1, . . . , xd

)

.

For the velocities ȧi to be scalars and for the objects ˙̺ to behave according to the same
law, ˙̺

∣

∣

x
= (−)σ ˙̺′

∣

∣

x
′(x)

, as the inverse density ̺ satisfies, both the right-hand sides have

the parity ((−)σ)n−1 whenever the base variables are permuted: x = σ(x′). �

Example 9 (γ3-flow over R3). Indeed, for the tetrahedral γ3-flow on the space of Nambu–
Poisson structures P (̺, [a]) on R

3, with 228 terms in ȧ and 426 terms in ˙̺, we verify that

ȧ([̺], [a])(x, y, z) =
∑

σ∈S3
(−)σσ(x, y, z) acts on (sum of 38 terms),

˙̺([̺], [a])(x, y, z) =
∑

σ∈S3
(−)σσ(x, y, z) acts on (sum of 71 terms).

The differential monomials in the right-hand sides are obtained by the greedy algorithm:
for a monomial that still remains in the expression to be represented as an alternating
sum, take its skew-symmetrization w.r.t. σ ∈ S3 acting on x, y, z, subtract it from the
expression, collect similar terms and reduce, then proceed recursively until the list of
monomials, initially met in the velocity, is empty.

We shall presently recognize such one-time skew-symmetrizations (when n is even)
within ˙̺ and ȧi as a consequence of a much stronger claim about the independent action
of n−1 copies of the permutation group Sd on the d-tuples {x1, . . ., xd}k for 1 6 k 6 n−1
in the right-hand sides ˙̺ and ȧ. For instance, in the above example (here n = 4 and d = 3)
the sign factor (−)σ is produced by the restriction on the diagonal,

∑

σ∈S3

(−)σσ(
n−1
⊗

k=1

{x, y, z}k) =
∑

σ1,...,σn−1∈S3

(−)σ1 · · · (−)σn−1

n−1
⊗

k=1

σk({x, y, z}k)
∣

∣

∣

σk=σ
,

in the set of n− 1 = 3 permutations σk ∈ Sd acting on the n− 1 non-intersecting d-tuples
{x1, . . ., xd}k that partition the set of (n− 1)× d derivatives occurring in the right-hand
sides of ˙̺ and ȧ.
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4.2.2 How ̺k yields k Civita symbols, or: Jacobians generalized

Let us recall three facts from analysis:

• the Casimirs a = (a1, . . . , ad−2) of the Nambu–Poisson brackets are scalar functions;

• the inverse density ̺ obeys the transformation law ̺(x) = ̺′(x′) · det‖∂x/∂x′‖
∣

∣

x
′(x)

under a change x(x′) ⇄ x′(x);

• the objects’ velocities inherit the behaviour of those objects under coordinate trans-
formations.

Consider a Kontsevich flow Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n
) associated with a graph cocycle γ on n

vertices. These three facts, put together, reveal that the reparametrization of derivatives of
a and ̺ in the differential monomials within ˙̺([̺], [a]) and ȧ([̺], [a]) match the nontrivial
reparametrization of n− 1 copies of ̺ therein.

More specifically, the (n − 1) × d derivations, namely n − 1 copies of ∂xi for 1 6

i 6 d, arrange into n − 1 totally skew-symmetric d-tuples εi
1
1···i

1
d ∂

x
i1
1
⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂

x
i1
d
, . . .,

εi
n−1
1 ···in−1

d ∂
x
i
n−1
1
⊗· · ·⊗∂

x
i
n−1
d

, where ε~ı
α
is the Civita symbol on R

d. The derivatives from

each d-tuple act on different comultiples of a marker-monomial (which stands under the
sum over the n− 1 tuples ~ı 1, . . . ,~ı n−1 with d indices in each tuple and which thus marks,
generally speaking, many differential monomials in the differential polynomial expressions
˙̺ and ȧℓ when the sums over ~ı α are expanded). In effect, each of the d-tuples ∂x1 ∧
. . . ∧ ∂xd provides its own Jacobian determinant det‖∂x′/∂x‖ when the coordinates are
reparametrized on the affine base manifold R

d. These n − 1 Jacobians |∂x′/∂x| cancel
against the n− 1 Jacobians |∂x/∂x′| from the reparametrizations of the inverse density ̺
in either ˙̺ or ȧℓ.

Theorem 5. For a graph cocycle γ on n vertices, the Kontsevich flow Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n
)

restricts to the Nambu class (1) of Poisson brackets on the affine space R
d in such a way

that

ȧℓ =

∑

σ1,...,σn−1∈Sd

(n−1
∏

i=1

(−)σiσi((x
1, . . . , xd)i)

)

(marker-monomials ∼ ̺n−1anℓ ·
∏′

k 6=ℓ

an−1
k ),

˙̺ =

∑

σ1,...,σn−1∈Sd

(n−1
∏

i=1

(−)σiσi((x
1, . . . , xd)i)

)

(marker-monomials ∼ ̺nan−1
1 · · · an−1

d−2 ).

The permutations σi ∈ Sd act on the partitioned set of subscripts
⊔n−1

i=1 ((x
1, . . . , xd)i) (for

derivatives) in each marker-monomial. Equivalently, we have that

ȧℓ =
∑

~ı 1,...,~ın−1

(n−1
⊗

α=1

ε~ı
α

· ∂~ıα

)

(comultiples in marker-monomials ∼ ̺n−1anℓ ·
∏′

k 6=ℓ

an−1
k ),

˙̺ =
∑

~ı 1,...,~ın−1

(n−1
⊗

α=1

ε~ı
α

· ∂~ıα

)

(comultiples in marker-monomials ∼ ̺nan−1
1 · . . . · an−1

d−2 ),
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with d-component multi-indices ~ı α = (iα1 , . . . , i
α
d ) in the Civita symbols ε~ı

α
on R

d.

Commentary. The right-hand side of the velocity ȧℓ or ˙̺ is a very interesting object from
analytic and combinatorial viewpoint: with all the first- and higher-order derivatives in
the velocity, it looks like the Jacobian determinant w.r.t. each tuple (x1, . . ., xd) ⇄ (∂x1 ,
. . ., ∂xd), although the derivatives from different tuples can act on the same comultiple.
It remains therefore to control the non-tensorial behaviour of the higher -order derivatives
(which do actually occur in the expressions under study, as seen from examples). For-
tunately, this is where our initial assumption works: Kontsevich’s graph flow is defined
over an affine manifold so that the second- and higher-order derivatives of the coordinate
changes vanish identically for x = Ax′ + b (with a constant Jacobian matrix A). Thus,
higher derivatives of aℓ and ̺ are transformed by using only the first derivatives of the
coordinate changes, whence the assertion. �

Example 10 (γ3-flow over R
3). For the tetrahedral flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P

⊗4
) over R

3 we
recall from Eq. (8) in Example 4 that

ȧ ∼ ̺3a4 with xxxyyyzzz in each monomial,

˙̺ ∼ ̺4a3 with xxxyyyzzz in each monomial.

Now Theorem 5 works: the (4 − 1) × 3 base variables are partitioned in three triples
(x, y, z) in each term, with a skew-symmetrization over each triple. Indeed, by a brute
force calculation we verify that for the γ3-flow over R3,

ȧ =
∑

σ,τ,ζ∈S3

(−)σ(−)τ (−)ζ
(

2au1au2au3̺w1̺w2̺w3av1v2v3

− 6̺au1v2au2au3̺w1̺w3av1v3w2 − 6̺2au1au2u3av1v2̺w3av3w1w2

)

,

˙̺ =
∑

σ,τ,ζ∈S3

(−)σ(−)τ (−)ζ
(

−2au1au2au3̺v1̺v2̺v3̺w1w2w3

+ 6au1v2au2au3̺v1̺v3̺w2̺w1w3 − 12̺au1au2u3av1v2̺v3̺w1̺w2w3

− 6̺au1v2au2au3̺v1̺v3̺w1w2w3 + 6̺2au1au2u3av1v2̺v3̺w1w2w3

)

,

(11)

where each summation runs over three permutations σ, τ, ζ ∈ S3 giving three triples
(u1, v1, w1) = (σ(x), σ(y), σ(z)), also (u2, v2, w2) = (τ(x), τ(y), τ(z)), and (u3, v3, w3) =
(ζ(x), ζ(y), ζ(z)).

We conclude that the 228 monomials in ȧ and 426 monomials in ˙̺ which we started
with are completely determined by only three marker-monomials for ȧ and five marker-
monomials for ˙̺ by using three Civita symbols in either formula.2

The natural question is how the nine symbols xxxyyyzzz in each term were distributed
among the disjoint triples xyz, xyz, xyz (to be permuted by σ, τ and ζ respectively); we
shall analyze this in the next section.

Example 11 (γ3-flow of P (̺ ≡ 1, [a1], [a2]) on R
4). Consider the “authentic” Nambu-

determinant bracket P (̺ ≡ 1, [a1], [a2]) and induce the γ3-flow of the Casimirs a1 and a2,

2 Not only this: the three and five respective marker-monomials in both the velocities ȧ and ˙̺ and the

1,504 differential monomials in each component of the bi-vector flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P
⊗

4

) for P (̺, [a]) on R
3

are completely determined by the eleven marker-monomials in the trivializing vector field ~X, which we
obtain for the γ3-flow over R3 in section 6.1.
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see Example 5. Owing to Theorem 5 we collapse the 9,024 terms in either ȧ1 and ȧ2 to
the thrice alternating formulas, namely

ȧ1 =
∑

σ,τ,ζ∈S4

(−)σ(−)τ (−)ζ
(

3a1;s1u2u3a1;t1t2a2;s2a2;s3v1a2;t3u1a1;v2a1;v3

+ 6a1;s1u2a1;t1a1;t2v3a1;u3v1v2a2;t3u1a2;s2a2;s3
)

, (12a)

ȧ2 =
∑

σ,τ,ζ∈S4

(−)σ(−)τ (−)ζ
(

3a1;s1a2;t1u2a2;u1u3v2a1;s2t3a1;s3t2a2;v1a2;v3

− 3a1;s1t2a2;u1a2;u2u3v1a1;t1a1;t3a2;s2v3a2;s3v2
)

, (12b)

where each summation runs over three permutations σ, τ, ζ ∈ S4 giving three 4-tuples
(s1, t1, u1, v1) = (σ(x), σ(y), σ(z), σ(w)), also (s2, t2, u2, v2) = (τ(x), τ(y), τ(z), τ(w)), and
(s3, t3, u3, v3) = (ζ(x), ζ(y), ζ(z), ζ(w)).

Again, our task is to explain how these formulas are obtained, i.e. how one can guess
the right partitionings of xxxyyyzzzwww in each monomial into three 4-tuples (x, y, z, w).

Remark 3. The partitioning xxxyyyzzzwww = xyzw ⊔ xyzw ⊔ xyzw within the second
marker-monomial in the polynomial under the sum for the velocity ȧ1 in (12a) is different
from the analogous partitioning in the second marker-monomial (with coefficient −3) in the
mirror-reflected formula (12b) of the velocity ȧ2. The structural inequivalence of the two
partitionings does occur modulo the relabelling a1 ⇄ a2 and modulo arbitrary reshuffles
of the three 4-tuples {s, t, u, v}k indexed by k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and arbitrary permutations of
s, t, u, v in any of the 4-tuples. Indeed, the last marker-monomial in (12a) for ȧ1 contains
the product of second derivatives a1;s1u2 · a1;t2v3 in which all the three 4-tuples are mixed,
whereas one of the 4-tuples is not present at all in the product of second derivatives
a2;s2v3 · a2;s3v2 in the last marker-monomial in (12b) for ȧ2.

Yet both the marker-monomials yield the sums (over σ, τ, ζ ∈ S4) which are mirror-
reflections of each other under the swap a1 ⇄ a2. This is an example of marker-monomials’
hidden symmetry which we discuss in the next section.

Example 12 (γ3-flow over R
4 with ̺ 6≡ 1). The 33,084 terms in ȧ1 or in its mirror-

reflection ȧ2 are captured – for the tetrahedral γ3-flow on the space of generalized Nambu–
Poisson brackets P (̺, [a1], [a2]) on R

4 ∋ x = (x, y, z, w) – by three Civita symbols (or
equivalently, by three permutations) using the formulas

ȧ1 =
∑

σ1,σ2,σ3∈S4

(−)
σ1 (−)

σ2 (−)
σ3 ·

(

3a1;s1u2u3
a1;t1t2

a2;s2
a2;s3v1

a2;t3u1
a1;v2

a1;v3
̺
3

+ 6a1;s1u2
a1;t1

a1;t2v3
a1;u3v1v2

a2;t3u1
a2;s2

a2;s3
̺
3
+ 3a1;v2

a1;t1u2v3
a2;v1

̺s1a1;u1
a1;u3

a2;s2t3
a2;s3t2

̺
2

− 6a1;s1v3
a2;s2t1

̺v1a1;s3u1v2
a1;u2

a1;u3
a2;t2

a2;t3
̺
2
− 6a1;s1v2v3

a1;t1
a1;u2

a1;u3v1
a2;s2

a2;s3u1
a2;t3

̺t2̺
2

+ 6a1;s1
a1;s2v3

a1;s3u1
a1;t1t2t3

a2;v1
̺v2a2;u2

a2;u3
̺
2
− 6a1;s1

a1;t1u2u3
a2;u1v2

a1;t2
a1;t3

a2;s2
a2;s3

̺v1̺v3̺

+ 6a1;v2
a1;s1

a1;s2s3t1
a1;t2t3

̺v1̺v3a2;u1
a2;u2

a2;u3
̺ − 2a1;s1

a1;t2
a1;t3u1u2

a1;u3
a2;t1

a2;s2
a2;s3

̺v1̺v2̺v3

)

,

(13a)

ȧ2 =
∑

σ1,σ2,σ3∈S4

(−)
σ1 (−)

σ2 (−)
σ3 ·

(

3a1;s1
a2;t1u2

a2;u1u3v2
a1;s2t3

a1;s3t2
a2;v1

a2;v3
̺
3

− 3a1;s1t2
a2;u1

a2;u2u3v1
a1;t1

a1;t3
a2;s2v3

a2;s3v2
̺
3
− 6a1;u1

a2;t1t2v3
̺t3a1;u2v1

a1;u3v2
a2;s1

a2;s2
a2;s3

̺
2

+ 6a1;s1
a1;t1t3

a1;u2
a2;v2

a2;s2v1v3
a2;s3t2

a2;u1
̺u3

̺
2
+ 6a1;t1u2

a2;u1v2
̺u3

a2;s1s2s3
a1;v1

a1;v3
a2;t2

a2;t3
̺
2

+ 3a2;v1
a2;s1s2s3

̺t1a2;t2v3
a2;t3v2

a1;u1
a1;u2

a1;u3
̺
2
− 6a1;t1u2

a2;u1u3v2
a1;v1

a1;v3
̺t2̺t3a2;s1

a2;s2
a2;s3

̺

− 6a2;t1u2v3
a2;u1u3

a2;v1
a2;v2

̺t2̺t3a1;s1
a1;s2

a1;s3
̺ + 2a2;s1

a2;s2s3t1
̺v1a2;v2

a2;v3
̺t2̺t3a1;u1

a1;u2
a1;u3

)

,

(13b)
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here {si, ti, ui, vi} = σi(x, y, z, w) for σi ∈ S4. Finding a compact expression of ˙̺ 6≡ 0 with
90,024 differential monomials in it, now using three Civita symbols, is a computationally
much larger task than collapsing the velocities of the Casimirs.

5 Marker-monomials and their hidden symmetry

In this section we analyse how the totally skew-symmetric differential polynomial veloci-
ties ˙̺ and ȧℓ are represented by sums, with Civita symbols, using few differential mono-
mials: we count their number and we explore the choice of suitable marker-monomials.

Definition 1. Amarker-monomial in the fibre variables ̺, a1, . . ., ad−2 over the base vari-
ables x1, . . ., xd is a differential monomial in the jet variables ̺κα , a1;λ1,β

, . . ., ad−2;λd−2,δ

(here the multi-indices κα, λi,β for the derivatives satisfy 0 6 |κα|, |λi,β | < ∞) such that
∑

α |κα|+
∑d−2

i=1

∑

β |λi,β | = µ·d with µ ∈ N>1, such that
⋃

α κα∪
⋃d−2

i=1

⋃

β λi,β =
⋃µ

k=1{x
1,

. . ., xd}k, and such that all the base variables xℓ in the multi-indices (denoting the respec-
tive derivatives) are partitioned into µ disjoint d-tuples x1, . . ., xd.

Every such tuple then corresponds to its own alternating sum
∑

σ∈Sd
(−)σσ(x1, . . ., xd):

each (of the µ in total) permutation σk acts on the respective d-tuple {x1, . . ., xd}k of base
variables within the multi-indices κα, λi,β of jet variables ̺κα , a1;λ1,β

, . . ., ad−2;λd−2,δ
in the

marker-monomial. Equivalently, kth sum over the permutation group Sd ∋ σk corresponds
to the Civita summation

∑

~ı ε
~ı chosen such that the marker-monomial “as is” occurs with

the plus sign when ~ı = (1, 2, . . ., d), so the base variables x1, . . ., xd in the d-tuple are
then represented by the variables xi1 , . . ., xid in the subscripts, respectively.

Definition 2. A marker-monomial is called zero if the alternating sum over all permuta-
tions of all the d-tuples (x1, . . ., xd) in it is identically equal to zero.

Example 13. Let x, y be the base variables and ̺ be the fibre variable. Consider the
marker-monomial M1 = ̺x1̺y1̺x2y2 with the two-tuples {x1y1}

⊔

{x2y2}. Taking the
alternating sum,

∑

σ∈S2

∑

τ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ̺σ(x)̺σ(y) · ̺τ(x)τ(y) = (̺x̺y − ̺y̺x) · (̺xy − ̺yx) ≡ 0,

we establish that the marker-monomial M1 is a zero marker.
• But let us instead take the marker-monomial M2 = ̺x1̺y2̺x2y1 with a different parti-
tioning of the letters xxyy as they are seen in M1. We now have that

̺x̺y̺xy − ̺y̺y̺xx − ̺x̺x̺yy + ̺y̺x̺yx 6≡ 0. (14)

In other words, the new marker-monomial M2 is not zero any longer, even though the
profile |σ1| = 1 = |σ2|, |σ3| = 2 of the comultiples in the product ̺σ1 · ̺σ2 · ̺σ3 is the same
as in M1.

Definition 3. The differential profile of orders of the derivatives in a marker-monomial
M = ̺κ1̺κ2 . . . a1;λ1 . . . ad−2;µ1 . . . is the set of pairs {̺|κ1|, ̺|κ2|, . . ., a1|λ1|, . . ., ad−2|µ1|,

. . .}
def
= {̺|κ1||κ2| . . . , a1|λ1| . . . , . . ., ad−2|µ1| . . . }: each (instance of a) fibre variable is

followed by the nonnegative order(s) of its derivative(s).3

3The first variant of notation is inevitable if some of the orders is at least 10; in this note, the other
variant of notation is enough (see Tables 1–2 in the next section).
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Example 14. Both marker-monomials in Example 13 have the same differential profile
̺1̺1̺2 (equivalently, ̺112), yet M1 is zero whereas M2 is not zero as a marker.

The differential profile of a marker-monomial is thus a coarse invariant (w.r.t. permu-
tations of all the base variable in it, or w.r.t. a permutation of the base variables within
one of the d-tuples x1, . . ., xd). It is clear also that marker-monomials of unequal differ-
ential profiles cannot be obtained one from another by permuting the comultiples or by
permuting the base variables (what the alternating sum does by definition). This implies
that to represent a differential polynomial by an alternating sum over the permutations
which act on the base variable in the marker-monomials, the sums of terms of unequal
differential profiles can be processed independently one from another.

Remark 4. Representations of a differential polynomial by using marker-monomials are
not unique. Indeed, the marker can be picked for any value of the permutation(s). For
instance, we have that

∑

σ,τ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ̺σ(x)̺τ(x)̺σ(y)τ(y) =
∑

σ,τ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ̺σ(y)̺τ(y)̺σ(x)τ(x) =

= −
∑

σ,τ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ̺σ(x)̺τ(y)̺σ(y)τ(x) = −
∑

σ,τ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ̺σ(y)̺τ(x)̺σ(x)τ(y).

Indeed, each of the four choices of the monomial marks the same expression, ̺2x̺yy −
2̺x̺y̺xy + ̺2y̺xx 6≡ 0.

At the same time, for two nonzero marker-monomials of equal differential profiles it
can be that their alternating sums are neither equal nor proportional to each other but
intersect, that is, the two resulting differential polynomials have common term(s).

Counterexample 15. The monomial ax̺xayy̺xy is a term in the alternating sums for
the markers

M3 = aσ(x)̺τ(x)aσ(y)ζ(y)̺ζ(x)τ(y) and M4 = aσ(x)̺τ(x)aτ(y)ζ(y)̺ζ(x)σ(y),

indeed showing up when σ = τ = ζ = id, but the two fully alternating sums are not equal,

∑

σ,τ,ζ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ (−)ζσ ⊗ τ ⊗ ζ(M3) 6=
∑

σ,τ,ζ∈S2

(−)σ(−)τ (−)ζσ ⊗ τ ⊗ ζ(M4),

which can be seen by straightforward expansion. The two differential polynomials are not
even multiples of one another.

This implies that to represent a given sum, the marker-monomial can be unique (up to
a given permutation of the base variables in a d-tuple) but the choice of the base variables’
partitioning (into the disjoint d-tuples) can be not unique, and only the right choice does
the job. This ambiguity yields a nontrivial problem of finding the “true” partitioning
of the µ · d derivatives into µ tuples {x1, . . ., xd} in each term of the right-hand sides
˙̺([̺], [a]), ȧℓ([̺], [a]) for a given Kontsevich’s graph flow on the space of Nambu–Poisson
brackets P (̺, [a]).

We discover that this anticipated ambiguity is heavily suppressed by an extra, so far
hidden symmetry of these graph flows on this particular class of Poisson brackets on R

d.
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Proposition 6 (ȧ, ˙̺ for γ3-flow over R
3). In the evolution ˙̺, ȧ which is induced by the

tetrahedral flow on the class of generalized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu–Poisson brackets P (̺, [a])
on R

3, the count of differential monomials of unequal differential profiles is presented in
Table 1.4

Table 1. The number of monomials and their differential profiles in ȧ and ˙̺ for the tetrahedral

γ3-flow over R3.

In ȧ In ˙̺

54: a1113̺111 54: a111̺1113

102: a112̺1112

102: a1123̺011 102: a112̺0113

96: a122̺0112

72: a1223̺001 72: a122̺0013

• For each of the three differential profiles of monomials in ȧ and five in ˙̺, we discover that
for any choice of nonzero marker-monomial with that profile, its total skew-symmetrization
(using three permutations, each acting on its own tuple xyz), taken with a suitable nonzero
coefficient, exactly equals the entire sum of all the terms with that differential profile. In
other words, for each of the 3+5 differential profiles of monomials in ȧ and ˙̺ respectively,
the total skew-symmetrizations of all nonzero markers of a fixed profile are multiples of
each other.

This reveals a previously hidden, extra symmetry of the objects in Kontsevich’s flow
under study.

The case of Nambu–Poisson structures (with ̺ 6≡ 1) on R
4, when the tetrahedral γ3-

flow induces the evolution ȧ1, ȧ2 and ˙̺ 6≡ 0, is even more interesting: we observe the exact
same extra symmetry for all but one differential profiles, and one profile exceptionally
requires the use of two marker-monomials.

Proposition 7 (ȧ1, ȧ2 for γ3-flow with ̺ 6≡ 1 over R4). The count of differential monomials
of unequal profiles in the velocities ȧ1 and ȧ2 (see Example 11) is summarized in Table 2.
(The symmetry in how the Casimirs a1 and a2 appear in the Nambu-determinant Poisson
bracket is naturally reflected in their evolution under the tetrahedral γ3-flow).

• The homogeneous differential polynomial components of all profiles except the 7872
terms with a11123a2112̺001 and the 7872 terms with a1112a21123̺001 enjoy the same
extra symmetry as at d = 3: just one, arbitrarily chosen nonzero marker-monomial suffices
to express the entire sum. In particular, this is always so in the restricted case ̺ ≡ 1
when ˙̺ ≡ 0 and the nontrivial velocities ȧ1, ȧ2 realize the entire evolution of the class
{P (̺ ≡ 1, [a1], [a2])}.

In either of the two exceptional cases (one in ȧ1 and the other in ȧ2, with necessarily
̺ 6≡ 1), when two marker-monomials are needed, the first choice is still arbitrary but the

4 From Proposition 2 we recall that the velocity ȧ is encoded using the Kontsevich graphs by formula (9).

Because the entire flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P
⊗

4

) is specified by the directed graph cocycle O~r(γ3), the velocity ˙̺
is deduced from Eq. (10). One can inspect in full detail how the arrows, targeted on a copy of a in the
construction of ȧ, spread over copies of ̺ and a to form ˙̺ in Eq. (6). This is why there is much similarity
in the differential profiles of terms in the two velocities (as seen from Table 1).
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Table 2. The count of monomials w.r.t. their differential profiles in ȧ1 and ȧ2 for the tetrahedral

γ3-flow on the space of generalized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu–Poisson brackets on R
4.

In ȧ1 In ȧ2
4512: a11123a2122̺000 4512: a1122a21123̺000

4512: a11223a2112̺000 4512: a1112a21223̺000

3168: a11113a2122̺001 3168: a1122a21113̺001

7872: a11123a2112̺001 7872: a1112a21123̺001

3168: a11223a2111̺001 3168: a1111a21223̺001

3984: a11113a2112̺011 3984: a1112a21113̺011

3984: a11123a2111̺011 3984: a1111a21123̺011

1848: a11113a2111̺111 1848: a1111a21113̺111

next choice is constrained by the former.5

The marker-monomial expression of ˙̺ in the generic case ̺ 6≡ 1 on R
4 carrying the

tetrahedral γ3-flow – and a simultaneous study of the presence or absence of the new
extra symmetry in it – is a computationally challenging problem; the same applies to the
pentagon-wheel γ5-flow on R

3 (to collapse the known evolution ȧ, ˙̺ 6≡ 0 by using five
Civita symbols and to check the extra symmetry in the course of building the hypotheses
about the µ · d = 5 · 3 base variables’ partitioning into µ · {xyz}).

6 Vector field ~X which trivializes the γ3-flow of Nambu
brackets

Finally, we examine the Poisson triviality of the restriction of Kontsevich’s graph flow
Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P

⊗n
) to the space of Nambu–Poisson structures P (̺, [a]) on R

d. (There is
no known mechanism for Kontsevich’s graph flows to be trivial in the second Poisson
cohomology of P for nontrivial graph cocycles γ and generic Poisson structures.)

6.1 The trivializing vector field ~X(γ3, ̺, a) and Civita symbols in it

Let us make a few estimates of differential polynomial degrees and orders. For every graph
cocycle γ =

∑

ℓ cℓ ·γℓ with graphs γℓ on n vertices and 2n−2 edges, the restriction of Kon-
tsevich’s flow Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n

) to the space of generalized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu-determinant
Poisson bi-vectors P (̺, [a]) with d − 2 global Casimirs a = (a1, . . . , ad−2) on Rd con-
tains, in each term of the differential-polynomial coefficient of the bi-vector Ṗ (̺, [a]),
n · (d − 2) + 2n − 2 = nd − 2 derivatives spread over ̺n · an1 . . . a

n
d−2. (Hence there are

(nd− 2)− (d− 2) = (n− 1)d derivatives spread over ̺n−1 · ank ·
∏′

j 6=k a
n−1
j in ȧk and over

̺n · an−1
1 · · · an−1

d−2 in ˙̺.) The trivializing vector field ~X =
∑d

i=1 X
i([̺], [a]) ∂/∂xi with dif-

ferential-polynomial coefficients satisfying the coboundary equation O~r(γ)(P⊗n
) = [[P, ~X ]]

for P (̺, [a]) would therefore have (nd− 2)− (d− 2)− 1 = (n− 1)d− 1 derivatives spread
over ̺n−1 · an−1

1 · · · an−1
d−2 in every term of each coefficient Xi. The Civita mechanism of

5 This looks similar to the construction of a basis in E
2 by using a root system with the Coxeter graph

•—•: selecting the first vector is free but as one proceeds, the remaining direction is constrained.
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base coordinates’ partitioning now applies to the trivializing vector field. For the object
~X to be a vector field under coordinate reparametrizations x(x′) ⇄ x′(x), the behaviour
of n− 1 comultiples ̺ dictates that there are n− 1 Civita symbols in each Xi:

~X =
∑

~ı 1,...,~ın−1
ε~ı

1
· · · ε~ı

n−1
·X

~ı 1,...,~ın−2;in−1
1 ···in−1

d−1
· ∂/∂xi

n−1
d . (15)

In other words, the vector field coefficients Xi collapse by using all the indices of n − 2
Civita symbols ε~ı

α
on R

d and by using all but one last index of the (n − 1)th Civita
symbol.

By Lemma 1, if the trivializing vector field ~Y = − ~X exists such that Ṗ
(

[̺],[a]
)

=

[[P, ~X ]], the velocities of scalar Casimirs are ∂/∂tY (ak) = − ~X(ak). Nontrivial here is that
zero marker-monomials can be produced in the velocity −

(
∑d

i=1 X
i([̺], [a]) ∂/∂xi

)

(ak)
from nonzero marker-monomials in the right-hand side of (15). This prompts that the
velocity ȧk, which was obtained directly from the graph cocycle γ by using formula (9),
can involve fewer marker-monomials than there are terms to express the coefficient Xi

by (15). We observe this effect already in the simplest case, namely for the Kontsevich
tetrahedral flow (so n = 4) and the generalized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu-determinant Poisson
structures P (̺, [a]) on R

3 (so d = 3). The same concerns ˙̺ with only five terms in (11)
on p. 200.

Theorem 8. The Kontsevich tetrahedral flow Ṗ = O~r(γ3)(P
⊗4

) for the Nambu–Poisson
brackets P (̺, [a]) on R

3 is Poisson-cohomology trivial.
• The equivalence class ~X mod [[P,H ]] of trivializing vector fields ~X satisfying the co-
boundary condition O~r(γ3)(P

⊗4
) = [[P, ~X ]] is represented by the following vector field with

differential-polynomial coefficients Xi([̺], [a]):

~X =
∑

~ı,~,~k
ε~ıε~ε

~k ·X
~ı~~k

,

where

X~ı ~~k =+ 12̺̺xk2 ̺xi1xj1 axk3axi2xj2axi3xj3 · ∂/∂xk1 + 48̺̺xj3 ̺xi1xj1 axk3axi2xj2 axi3xk1 · ∂/∂xk2

+ 8̺xj2 ̺xi1xk1 ̺xi2xk2 axi3axj3 axk3 · ∂/∂xj1
− 40̺xi3 ̺xj2 ̺xi1xk1 axj3axk3 axi2xk2 · ∂/∂xj1

+ 8̺xi3 ̺xj2̺xk3 axj3axi1xk1 axi2xk2 · ∂/∂xj1 + 24̺xj2 ̺xk3̺xi1xk1 axi3axj3 axj1xk2 · ∂/∂xi2

− 12̺2̺xk2axi1xj1 axi2xj2 axi3xj3xk3 · ∂/∂xk1 + 24̺̺xj2 ̺xk1axk2 axi1xj1 axi3xj3xk3 · ∂/∂xi2

− 36̺̺xi2 ̺xj2axk2 axi1xj1 axi3xj3xk3 · ∂/∂xk1 + 8̺xi2 ̺xj1̺xk1 axj2axk2 axi3xj3xk3 · ∂/∂xi1

− 8̺xj1 ̺xk1̺xi3xj3xk3 axi2axj2 axk2 · ∂/∂xi1 .

There are eleven terms in the marker-polynomial for X
~ı~~k

but only the three underlined
terms survive when the vector field ~X acts on the Casimir a; the rest contributes to the
velocity ȧ with zero markers.
• We verify that the velocity ȧ = 4O~r(γ3)(P,P, P, a), which we obtain by inserting the
Casimir a(x, y, z) into (consecutively, each vertex of) the tetrahedron in Eq. (9), is equal
to the speed at which the scalar function a(x, y, z) changes at a point x = (x, y, z) of R3

under a local reparametrization of local coordinates along the integral trajectories of the
vector field ~Y = − ~X: ȧ = − ~X(a).
• Likewise, we verify that if

ȧ = − ~X(a) = [[a, ~X ]] and if ˙̺ · ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z = −[[̺ · ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z, ~X ]],
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then the Nambu-determinant Poisson bivector P = [[̺ · ∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂z, a]] evolves by Ṗ =

[[P, ~X ]] = −[[ ~X,P ]] over R
3 (according to the Leibniz rule shape (5) of the Jacobi identity

for the Schouten bracket).

Proof. All these claims are established by direct calculation, as soon as the formula of
vector field ~X is known.

To obtain this representative ~X encoded by using the Civita symbols, we introduce a
new graph calculus in which the Casimir(s) ai and the product of ̺ times Civita symbol
are resolved to different vertices; from each vertex with ̺ and Civita symbol there are
d ordered edges outgoing, and tadpoles are allowed. Now, to inspect a trivialization of
the tetrahedral flow on the space of generalized Nambu-determinant Poisson structures
over R3, we make an ansatz with such “micro-graphs” on one sink with in-degree 1, three
aerial vertices for ̺ εi1i2i3 with three outgoing edges, and three aerial vertices with a
copy of the Casimir a and no outgoing edges. (We generated all these graphs by using
nauty [23].) Every graph at hand was interpreted as a differential polynomial because,
we recall, ordered outgoing edges denote contractions of the respective upper indices in
the Civita symbols and derivatives with respect to the chosen coordinates on R

3. To
each graph which result in a not identically zero differential polynomial in ̺, a and the
content of the sink (as we deal with a 1-vector) we attach an undetermined coefficient. In
the frames of differential calculus (but not any longer within the diagrammatic algebra
of graphs) we write down the equation Ṗ = [[P, ~X ]] with the tetrahedral flow of Nambu-
Poisson structures in the left-hand side, and we solve the linear algebraic system for the
undetermined coefficients. A solution ~X is reported in Theorem 8. �

In a subsequent publication [7] we explore the new formalism of “micro-graphs” in
more detail: in particular, we study the nature of identities at the level of graphs if the
corresponding equalities are known to hold for differential polynomials.

Remark 5. There can be no trivializing vector field ~X in Theorem 8 without tadpoles,
i.e. there is no solution ~X without micro-graph vertices in which an arrow from a Civita
symbol acts back on its co-multiple ̺.

Example 16. In the above formula of X~i~j~k
, the last term with a third derivative ̺xi3xj3xk3

manifests a tadpole in the graph realization.

6.2 Open problems about the graph flows and their trivializing vector
fields ~X([̺], [a])

The study of Kontsevich flows – for the tetrahedral and pentagon-wheel graph cocycles
(or higher vertex number cocycles γ7, [γ3, γ5], γ9, etc.) – restricted to the spaces of gener-
alized (̺ 6≡ 1) Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets P ([̺], [a]) on R

3 and R
4 (or higher-

dimensional affine spaces R
d) is, first of all, a source of combinatorial and algorithmic

problems about finding the explicit shape of the objects. In particular, such is the task
to collapse formulae, originally derived within the graph language, by using the Civita
symbols. The other set of problems concerns the geometric nature and properties of the
objects; such are the construction of the trivializing vector fields and explanation of the
deeper symmetry in the choice of marker-monomials under the sums with Civita symbols.
Let us summarize these problems in the order how they naturally emerge.
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Open problem 1 ( ˙̺ in γ3-flow over R4). Represent the known velocity ˙̺([̺], [a]) for the
tetrahedral γ3-flow over R

4 by using three Civita symbols. Does the choice of marker-
monomials enjoy the extra symmetry which is revealed in Proposition 6 for the γ3-flow
over R3 and in Proposition 7 for ȧ over R4?

Open problem 2 ( ˙̺, ȧ in γ5-flow over R3). Represent the known velocities ˙̺([̺], [a]) and
ȧ([̺], [a]) for the pentagon-wheel γ5-flow over R

3 by using five Civita symbols. Does the
extra symmetry persist for the marker-monomials in either velocity?

Open problem 3 ( ~X for γ3-flow on R
4 with ̺ ≡ 1). Inspect whether the restriction

of the tetrahedral γ3-flow to the space of Nambu-determinant Poisson structures P ([a])
on R

4 with ̺ ≡ 1 is trivial in the second Poisson cohomology. — Let us presume that
there exists a trivializing vector field ~X([a]) with differential-polynomial coefficients. If it
actually does, represent the coefficients – of possibly another vector field ~Y from the coset
~X mod [[P, ·]] – by using three Civita symbols on R

4. Do the marker-monomials in ~Y ([a])
enjoy the extra symmetry?

Open problem 4 ( ~X for γ3-flow on R
4 with ̺ 6≡ 1). Extend and solve Problem 3 in the

general case ̺ 6≡ 1 on R
4, now for the trivializing vector field ~X([̺], [a]).

Open problem 5 ( ~X for γ5-flow on R
3). Solve the trivialization problem – fully analogous

to the above Problems 3–4 – for the pentagon-wheel γ5-flow over R3. If it exists, the triv-
ializing vector field ~Y ([̺], [a]) from the coset ~X mod [[P, ·]] (defined modulo Hamiltonian
vector fields) will again be realizable by using five Civita symbols on R

3.

Open problem 6. Can the trivializing vector fields ~X([̺], [a]) be constructed – for non-
trivial graph cocycles γ – and induce the graph flows Ṗ = O~r(γ)(P⊗n

) on the spaces
of Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets P (̺, [a]) directly from the graph cocycles γ on
n vertices and from the properties of the particular Poisson geometry of the Nambu brack-
ets with global Casimirs? In other words, what are the marker-monomials for ~Y ∈ ~X
mod [[P, ·]] as differential-geometric objects? (Note that the knowledge of the vector field
~X([̺], [a]) as the parent object for the Lie derivative L ~X and for Ṗ = [[P, ~X ]] is enough to
calculate ȧ and ˙̺.)

Open problem 7. Is there a relation between the (pseudo)group of diffeomorphisms
generated by the highly nonlinear vector fields ~X([̺], [a]) from the graph cocycle flows
and, on the other hand, the (local) diffeomorphisms x ⇄ x′ that map (by blowing up
the local coordinates) the cells bounded by ̺(x) = 0 in R

d to the domains on which
̺′(x′) ≡ ±1?

In conclusion, we note that whenever they are Poisson-cohomology trivial (as we observe
so far in all the cases), the nontrivial graph cocycle flows on the spaces of generalized
Nambu-determinant Poisson brackets P (̺, [a]) not only preserve the symplectic foliation
(dictated by the Casimirs a) by merely reparametrizing the coordinate description of
points still not anyhow displacing the symplectic leaves, but also preserve the tiling of the
affine space R

d with respect to the zero locus of the inverse density ̺ in P (̺, [a]). Both
the foliation and tiling are thus rigid under the graph cocycle flows.
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A A class of (non)polynomial Poisson brackets on Rd with-
out global polynomial Casimir

First, let us recall a particular construction of homogeneous polynomial-coefficient Poisson
brackets on R

d with Cartesian coordinates x1, . . ., xd.
Denote by ~E the Euler vector field, ~E =

∑

i x
i · ∂/∂xi, and consider another nonzero

vector field ~V =
∑

j V
j(x1, . . ., xd) · ∂/∂xj with homogeneous polynomial coefficients V j

of total degree k ≫ 1 (conveniently starting at k = 2). This homogeneity assumption
implies that ~E(~V ) = k · ~V and ~V ( ~E) = 1 · ~V , whence [ ~E, ~V ] = (k − 1) · ~V .

By definition, put P := ~V ∧ ~E; this is a bi-vector with homogeneous-polynomial coef-
ficients (of degree k + 1).

Lemma 9. All such bi-vectors P = ~V ∧ ~E on R
d are Poisson.

Proof. Let us calculate the Schouten bracket [[P,P ]] = [[~V ∧ ~E, ~V ∧ ~E]] by using its in-
ductive definition for decomposable multi-vectors and thus, reducing it to the calculation
of commutators for 1-vector fields:

[[~V ∧ ~E, ~V ∧ ~E]] = ~V ∧ [ ~E, ~V ]∧ ~E − ~V ∧ [ ~E, ~E]∧ ~V − ~E ∧ [~V , ~V ]∧ ~E + ~E ∧ [~V , ~E]∧ ~V

= 2~V ∧ [ ~E, ~V ] ∧ ~E = 2(k − 1) · ~V ∧ ~V ∧ ~E ≡ 0.

This proves that the Jacobi identity 1
2 [[P,P ]] = 0 holds, so P is Poisson. �

Remark 6. The above construction of Poisson bi-vectors P = ~V ∧ ~E naturally extends to
homogeneous vector fields ~V (possibly not on the entire R

d) with not necessarily polyno-
mial coefficients but still satisfying the condition ~E(~V ) = λ · ~V with λ 6= 0, 1.

Now, let us produce a family of such Poisson bi-vectors P = ~V ∧ ~E (with homoge-
neous polynomial coefficients) which do not admit any global non-constant polynomial
Casimirs — and this is in contrast with the Nambu class (2) for polynomial parame-
ters a = (a1, . . ., ad−2).

Indeed, suppose that there is a polynomial Casimir a for P = ~V ∧ ~E as above.6 By the
definition of Casimir, we have that

[[P, a]] = [[~V ∧ ~E, a]] = ~V · ~E(a)− ~E · ~V (a) = 0,

whence we obtain the system of PDE: for each i running from 1 to d, the Casimir a satisfies
the equation

V i ·
∑

j
xj · ∂a/∂xj = xi ·

∑

j
V j · ∂a/∂xj .

An infinite family of counterexamples is now produced by taking the vector fields ~V with
coefficients V i := (xi)k for k > 2. Indeed, we obtain that

(xi)k−1 ·
∑

ℓ
xℓ · ∂a/∂xℓ =

∑

j
(xj)k · ∂a/∂xj ,

6From the homogeneity of objects it is readily seen that if a is polynomial, then it is homogeneous of
some degree D: ~E(a) = D · a).
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and the Casimir a is by assumption polynomial in all xj
′

for j′ 6= i in particular. With
respect to every xj

′

at j′ 6= i for a fixed i, 1 6 i 6 d, the degree of the left-hand side,
viewed as a polynomial in xj

′

, is strictly not equal to that degree of the right-hand side
(as k > 1) unless ∂a/∂xj

′

≡ 0 for all j′ 6= i. Cycling over all the equations indexed by
i in the system, we conclude that every polynomial Casimir a for the Poisson bi-vector
P = ~V ∧ ~E with V i = (xi)k is a constant over Rd. �

Open problem 8. Is it true that Poisson bi-vectors P = ~V ∧ ~E (see the above contruc-
tion) with homogeneous polynomial coefficients P ij ∈ R[x1, . . . , xd] but without global
polynomial Casimir on R

d are never Nambu-type — or can there be a generalized Nambu-
determinant Poisson bi-vector, with P ij from (2) both polynomial and homogeneous, still
having all non-polynomial Casimirs ?

Remark 7. We have just established the absence of global polynomial Casimirs, that is of
polynomial Poisson 0-cocycles for homogeneous Poisson bi-vectors P = ~V ∧ ~E. Let us recall
from [6] an affitmative statement about Poisson 1-cocycles in this set-up. Specifically, every
degree-(k+1) homogeneous (provided k 6= 1 in ~V ), hence Poisson-exact Poisson bi-vector
P = ~V ∧ ~E = −(k−1)−1 · [[P, ~E]] is naturally accompanied with a set of Poisson 1-cocycles
~Z ∈ ker[[P, ·]]. Their universal construction, again based on the use of Kontsevich’s graph
cocycles γ =

∑

ℓ cℓ · γℓ on n vertices and 2n− 2 edges in each term γℓ, is introduced in [6];
in practice, the construction goes in parallel with Proposition 2 (see above p. 196): the
formula is ~Z = O~r(γ)

(

P⊗n−1
⊗ ~E

)

.
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B ȧ and ˙̺ for the γ3-flow over R
3

adot = -12*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xy*a_zz*a_xyz+12*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xy*a_xz*a_yzz+12*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xy

*a_xzz*a_yz-12*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xz*a_yy*a_xzz+12*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xz*a_yz*a_xyz-12*rho^2*a_x

*rho_y*a_yzz*a_yz*a_xx+6*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xx*a_zzz*a_yy+6*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xx*a_zz*a_yyz

+6*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_zz*a_yy*a_xxz-12*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xy*a_yz*a_xyz-12*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xy

*a_xz*a_yyz+12*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xy*a_zz*a_xyy-12*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xz*a_xyy*a_yz+12*rho^2

*a_x*rho_z*a_xz*a_yy*a_xyz+12*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_yz*a_xx*a_yyz-6*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xx*a_zz

*a_yyy-6*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xx*a_yzz*a_yy-6*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_zz*a_yy*a_xxy-12*rho^2*a_y*rho_x

*a_xy*a_xz*a_yzz-12*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xy*a_xzz*a_yz+12*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xy*a_zz*a_xyz

-12*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xz*a_yz*a_xyz+12*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xz*a_yy*a_xzz+12*rho^2*a_y*rho_x

*a_yzz*a_yz*a_xx-6*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xx*a_zz*a_yyz-6*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xx*a_zzz*a_yy-6*rho^2

*a_y*rho_x*a_zz*a_yy*a_xxz+12*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xy*a_xz*a_xyz+12*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xy*a_yz

*a_xxz-12*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xy*a_zz*a_xxy+12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z*rho_x*a_yy*a_xzz-24*rho*a_x

*a_y*rho_z*rho_x*a_yz*a_xyz+12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z*rho_x*a_zz*a_xyy+24*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z*rho_y

*a_xz*a_xyz-12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z*rho_y*a_xx*a_yzz-12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z*rho_y*a_zz*a_xxy

+24*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_y*rho_x*a_yz*a_xyz-12*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_y*rho_x*a_zz*a_xyy-12*rho*a_x*a_z

*rho_y*rho_x*a_yy*a_xzz-24*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_z*rho_y*a_xyz*a_xy+12*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_z*rho_y*a_xx

*a_yyz+12*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_z*rho_y*a_xxz*a_yy+12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_y*a_xx*a_yzz-24*rho*a_z

*a_y*rho_x*rho_y*a_xz*a_xyz+12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_y*a_zz*a_xxy+24*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_z

*a_xyz*a_xy-12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_z*a_xx*a_yyz-12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_z*a_xxz*a_yy

-6*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_zzz*a_xy^2-6*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_xz^2*a_yyz-6*rho^2*a_x*rho_y*a_yz^2*a_xxz

+6*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_yzz*a_xy^2+6*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_xz^2*a_yyy+6*rho^2*a_x*rho_z*a_yz^2*a_xxy

+6*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_zzz*a_xy^2+6*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_xz^2*a_yyz+6*rho^2*a_y*rho_x*a_yz^2*a_xxz

-6*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xzz*a_xy^2-6*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xz^2*a_xyy-6*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_yz^2*a_xxx

-6*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_yzz*a_xy^2-6*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xz^2*a_yyy-6*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_yz^2*a_xxy

+6*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xzz*a_xy^2+6*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xz^2*a_xyy+6*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_yz^2*a_xxx

-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_y^2*a_zz*a_xyz-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_y^2*a_xy*a_zzz+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_y^2*a_xz*a_yzz

+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_y^2*a_xzz*a_yz-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_z^2*a_xyy*a_yz-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_z^2*a_xy*a_yyz

+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_z^2*a_xz*a_yyy+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_z^2*a_yy*a_xyz-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x^2*a_xzz*a_yz

+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x^2*a_zz*a_xyz+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x^2*a_xy*a_zzz-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x^2*a_xz*a_yzz

-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_z^2*a_xxx*a_yz+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_z^2*a_xxz*a_xy-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_z^2*a_xx*a_xyz

+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_z^2*a_xxy*a_xz+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x^2*a_xy*a_yyz-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x^2*a_xz*a_yyy

-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x^2*a_yy*a_xyz+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x^2*a_xyy*a_yz+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_y^2*a_xxx*a_yz

+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_y^2*a_xx*a_xyz-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_y^2*a_xxy*a_xz-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_y^2*a_xxz*a_xy

+6*a_x^2*a_y*rho_x*a_zzz*rho_y^2+6*a_x^2*a_y*rho_x*a_yyz*rho_z^2+12*a_x^2*a_y*a_xyz*rho_y

*rho_z^2-6*a_x^2*a_y*a_xzz*rho_z*rho_y^2-6*a_x^2*a_z*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_yzz-6*a_x^2*a_z*rho_x

*rho_z^2*a_yyy+6*a_x^2*a_z*a_xyy*rho_z^2*rho_y-12*a_x^2*a_z*a_xyz*rho_z*rho_y^2+6*a_x*a_y^2

*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_yzz-6*a_x*a_y^2*rho_x^2*a_zzz*rho_y-12*a_x*a_y^2*rho_x*a_xyz*rho_z^2-6*a_x

*a_y^2*a_xxz*rho_z^2*rho_y+6*a_x*a_z^2*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_yyy-6*a_x*a_z^2*rho_x^2*a_yyz*rho_y

+12*a_x*a_z^2*rho_x*a_xyz*rho_y^2+6*a_x*a_z^2*a_xxy*rho_z*rho_y^2+12*a_z*a_y^2*rho_x^2*rho_z

*a_xyz+6*a_z*a_y^2*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_xzz-6*a_z*a_y^2*rho_x*a_xxy*rho_z^2+6*a_z*a_y^2*a_xxx*rho_y

*rho_z^2-6*a_z^2*a_y*rho_x^2*a_xyy*rho_z-12*a_z^2*a_y*rho_x^2*a_xyz*rho_y+6*a_z^2*a_y*rho_x

*rho_y^2*a_xxz-6*a_z^2*a_y*a_xxx*rho_z*rho_y^2+6*a_x^3*a_yzz*rho_y^2*rho_z-6*a_x^3*a_yyz

*rho_z^2*rho_y-6*a_x^2*a_y*a_xyy*rho_z^3+6*a_x^2*a_z*a_xzz*rho_y^3+6*a_x*a_y^2*a_xxy*rho_z^3

-6*a_x*a_z^2*a_xxz*rho_y^3+6*a_y^3*a_xxz*rho_x*rho_z^2-6*a_y^3*a_xzz*rho_x^2*rho_z-6*a_z*a_y^2

*a_yzz*rho_x^3+6*a_z^2*a_y*a_yyz*rho_x^3+6*a_z^3*a_xyy*rho_x^2*rho_y-6*a_z^3*a_xxy*rho_x

*rho_y^2-12*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xz*a_xxz*a_yy+12*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xz*a_yz*a_xxy-12*rho^2*a_y

*rho_z*a_yz*a_xx*a_xyz+6*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xx*a_zz*a_xyy+6*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_xx*a_yy*a_xzz

+6*rho^2*a_y*rho_z*a_zz*a_yy*a_xxx+12*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xy*a_xz*a_yyz+12*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xy

*a_yz*a_xyz-12*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xy*a_zz*a_xyy-12*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xz*a_yy*a_xyz+12*rho^2*a_z

*rho_x*a_xz*a_xyy*a_yz-12*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_yz*a_xx*a_yyz+6*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xx*a_zz*a_yyy

+6*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_xx*a_yzz*a_yy+6*rho^2*a_z*rho_x*a_zz*a_yy*a_xxy-12*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xy

*a_yz*a_xxz+12*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xy*a_zz*a_xxy-12*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xy*a_xz*a_xyz-12*rho^2*a_z

*rho_y*a_xz*a_yz*a_xxy+12*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xz*a_xxz*a_yy+12*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_yz*a_xx*a_xyz

-6*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xx*a_zz*a_xyy-6*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_xx*a_yy*a_xzz-6*rho^2*a_z*rho_y*a_zz

*a_yy*a_xxx+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_zz*a_yyz+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_zzz*a_yy-12*rho*a_x^2

*rho_x*rho_y*a_yzz*a_yz-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_yzz*a_yy-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_zz*a_yyy

+12*rho*a_x^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_yyz*a_yz+6*rho*a_x^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_zz*a_xyy+12*rho*a_x^2*rho_z

*rho_y*a_yzz*a_xy-6*rho*a_x^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_yy*a_xzz-12*rho*a_x^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_xz*a_yyz

-6*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_x^2*a_zz*a_yyz-6*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_x^2*a_zzz*a_yy+12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_x^2

*a_yzz*a_yz+6*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_y^2*a_zz*a_xxz-12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_y^2*a_xzz*a_xz+6*rho*a_x*a_y

*rho_y^2*a_xx*a_zzz-6*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z^2*a_xxz*a_yy+6*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z^2*a_xx*a_yyz+12*rho

*a_x*a_y*rho_z^2*a_yz*a_xxy-12*rho*a_x*a_y*rho_z^2*a_xz*a_xyy-12*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_x^2*a_yyz

*a_yz+6*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_x^2*a_zz*a_yyy+6*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_x^2*a_yzz*a_yy-6*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_y^2

*a_xx*a_yzz+6*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_y^2*a_zz*a_xxy+12*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_y^2*a_xzz*a_xy-12*rho*a_x*a_z

*rho_y^2*a_yz*a_xxz+12*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_z^2*a_xyy*a_xy-6*rho*a_x*a_z*rho_z^2*a_xxy*a_yy-6*rho

*a_x*a_z*rho_z^2*a_xx*a_yyy-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_zz*a_xxz+12*rho*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_xzz

*a_xz-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_xx*a_zzz+12*rho*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_yz*a_xxz+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x

*rho_z*a_xx*a_yzz-6*rho*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_zz*a_xxy-12*rho*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_xzz*a_xy-12

*rho*a_y^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_xz*a_xxz+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_xxx*a_zz+6*rho*a_y^2*rho_z*rho_y

*a_xzz*a_xx+12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x^2*a_xz*a_yyz-6*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x^2*a_zz*a_xyy-12*rho*a_z*a_y

*rho_x^2*a_yzz*a_xy+6*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_x^2*a_yy*a_xzz+12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_y^2*a_xz*a_xxz-6*rho

*a_z*a_y*rho_y^2*a_xxx*a_zz-6*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_y^2*a_xzz*a_xx+6*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_z^2*a_yy*a_xxx

+6*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_z^2*a_xyy*a_xx-12*rho*a_z*a_y*rho_z^2*a_xy*a_xxy-12*rho*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_y

*a_yz*a_xxy+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_xxz*a_yy-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_y*a_xx*a_yyz+12*rho*a_z^2

*rho_x*rho_y*a_xz*a_xyy+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_xxy*a_yy+6*rho*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_xx*a_yyy

-12*rho*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_z*a_xyy*a_xy+12*rho*a_z^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_xy*a_xxy-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_z

*rho_y*a_xyy*a_xx-6*rho*a_z^2*rho_z*rho_y*a_yy*a_xxx-12*a_x^2*a_y*rho_x*rho_y*rho_z*a_yzz

+12*a_x^2*a_z*rho_x*rho_y*rho_z*a_yyz+12*a_x*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_y*rho_z*a_xzz+12*a_x*a_z*a_y

*rho_x^2*a_yzz*rho_y-12*a_x*a_z*a_y*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_yyz-12*a_x*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_xzz

+12*a_x*a_z*a_y*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_xyy-12*a_x*a_z*a_y*a_xxy*rho_z^2*rho_y+12*a_x*a_z*a_y*a_xxz

*rho_z*rho_y^2-12*a_x*a_z^2*rho_x*rho_y*rho_z*a_xyy-12*a_z*a_y^2*rho_x*rho_y*rho_z*a_xxz+12

*a_z^2*a_y*rho_x*rho_y*rho_z*a_xxy-2*a_x^3*a_zzz*rho_y^3+2*a_x^3*a_yyy*rho_z^3+2*a_y^3*a_zzz

*rho_x^3-2*a_y^3*a_xxx*rho_z^3+2*a_z^3*a_xxx*rho_y^3-2*a_z^3*a_yyy*rho_x^3

rhodot =

-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_xyy*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_xzz*a_yy+24*rho*rho_x

*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_xyz*a_yz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*a_xy*rho_yz*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x

*a_xy*a_yz*rho_zz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*a_xz*a_yz*rho_yz+6*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*rho_zzz*a_xy^2
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+6*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*rho_yyz*a_xz^2+6*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*rho_xxz*a_yz^2-6*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*rho_yzz

*a_xy^2-6*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*rho_yyy*a_xz^2-6*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*rho_xxy*a_yz^2-6*rho^2*rho_y*a_x

*rho_zzz*a_xy^2-6*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*rho_yyz*a_xz^2-6*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*rho_xxz*a_yz^2+6*rho^2

*rho_y*a_z*rho_xzz*a_xy^2+6*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*rho_xyy*a_xz^2+6*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*rho_xxx*a_yz^2

+6*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*rho_yzz*a_xy^2+6*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*rho_yyy*a_xz^2+6*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*rho_xxy

*a_yz^2-6*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*rho_xzz*a_xy^2-6*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*rho_xyy*a_xz^2-6*rho^2*rho_z*a_y

*rho_xxx*a_yz^2+6*rho*rho_x^2*a_y^2*rho_zzz*a_xy-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_y^2*rho_xzz*a_yz+6*rho

*rho_x^2*a_y^2*rho_xyz*a_zz-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_y^2*rho_yzz*a_xz-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*rho_xz*a_yz^2

-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_z^2*a_xz*rho_yyy-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_z^2*rho_xyz*a_yy+6*rho*rho_x^2*a_z^2*rho_xyy

*a_yz+6*rho*rho_x^2*a_z^2*a_xy*rho_yyz+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_z*rho_xy*a_yz^2+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x^2

*rho_xzz*a_yz+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_yzz*a_xz-6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_zzz*a_xy-6*rho*rho_y^2

*a_x^2*rho_xyz*a_zz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*rho_yz*a_xz^2-6*rho*rho_y^2*a_z^2*rho_xxy*a_xz-6*rho

*rho_y^2*a_z^2*a_xy*rho_xxz+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_z^2*rho_xyz*a_xx+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_z^2*a_yz*rho_xxx

-12*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*rho_xy*a_xz^2+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x^2*a_xz*rho_yyy+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x^2*rho_xyz

*a_yy-6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x^2*rho_xyy*a_yz-6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x^2*a_xy*rho_yyz-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x

*a_xy^2*rho_yz-6*rho*rho_z^2*a_y^2*a_yz*rho_xxx+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_y^2*a_xy*rho_xxz-6*rho*rho_z^2

*a_y^2*rho_xyz*a_xx+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_y^2*rho_xxy*a_xz+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*rho_xz*a_xy^2

-6*rho_x^3*a_z*a_y*rho_zz*a_yy+6*rho_x^3*a_z*a_y*rho_yy*a_zz-6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*rho_zzz*a_y^2

-6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*rho_yyz*a_z^2-6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_y^2*a_xz*rho_zz+6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_y^2*a_z

*rho_xzz+6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_y^2*rho_xz*a_zz-12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z^2*a_y*rho_xyz-12*rho_x^2*rho_y

*a_z^2*rho_yz*a_xy+12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z^2*a_yz*rho_xy-6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z^2*rho_xz*a_yy

+6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z^2*a_xz*rho_yy+6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x*rho_yzz*a_y^2+6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x*a_z^2

*rho_yyy+6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_y^2*rho_xy*a_zz+12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_y^2*rho_yz*a_xz+12*rho_x^2*rho_z

*a_y^2*a_z*rho_xyz-6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_y^2*a_xy*rho_zz-12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_y^2*rho_xz*a_yz

-6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_z^2*a_y*rho_xyy-6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_z^2*rho_xy*a_yy+6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_z^2

*rho_yy*a_xy-6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_yzz*a_z+6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_zzz*a_y+6*rho_x

*rho_y^2*a_x^2*a_yz*rho_zz-6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_yz*a_zz+12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z^2

*rho_xyz+6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_y*a_z^2*rho_xxz-12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_z^2*rho_xy*a_xz+6*rho_x*rho_y^2

*a_z^2*rho_yz*a_xx-6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_z^2*a_yz*rho_xx-6*rho_x^3*a_y^2*rho_yz*a_zz-6*rho_x^3

*a_y^2*rho_yzz*a_z+6*rho_x^3*a_y^2*a_yz*rho_zz+6*rho_x^3*a_z^2*a_y*rho_yyz-6*rho_x^3*a_z^2

*a_yz*rho_yy+6*rho_x^3*a_z^2*rho_yz*a_yy+6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z^3*rho_xyy-6*rho_x^2*rho_z*rho_xzz

*a_y^3-6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_z^3*rho_xxy+6*rho_x*rho_z^2*rho_xxz*a_y^3-6*rho_y^3*a_x^2*a_xz*rho_zz

+6*rho_y^3*a_x^2*a_z*rho_xzz+6*rho_y^3*a_x^2*rho_xz*a_zz-6*rho_y^3*a_z^2*a_x*rho_xxz-6*rho_y^3

*a_z^2*a_xx*rho_xz+6*rho_y^3*a_z^2*a_xz*rho_xx+6*rho_z*rho_y^2*rho_yzz*a_x^3-6*rho_z^2*rho_y

*rho_yyz*a_x^3+6*rho_z^3*a_x^2*rho_yy*a_xy-6*rho_z^3*a_x^2*a_y*rho_xyy-6*rho_z^3*a_x^2*rho_xy

*a_yy+6*rho_z^3*a_y^2*a_x*rho_xxy-6*rho_z^3*a_y^2*a_xy*rho_xx-12*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*a_xy*rho_yzz

*a_xz-12*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*a_xy*rho_xzz*a_yz+12*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*a_xy*rho_xyz*a_zz+12*rho^2*rho_x

*a_y*a_xz*rho_xzz*a_yy-12*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*a_xz*rho_xyz*a_yz+12*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*rho_yzz*a_yz

*a_xx-6*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*a_xx*rho_yyz*a_zz-6*rho^2*rho_x*a_y*a_xx*rho_zzz*a_yy-6*rho^2*rho_x

*a_y*rho_xxz*a_zz*a_yy+12*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*a_xy*rho_yyz*a_xz-12*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*a_xy*rho_xyy

*a_zz+12*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*a_xy*rho_xyz*a_yz-12*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*a_xz*rho_xyz*a_yy+12*rho^2*rho_x

*a_z*a_xz*rho_xyy*a_yz-12*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*rho_yyz*a_yz*a_xx+6*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*a_xx*rho_yyy

*a_zz+6*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*a_xx*rho_yzz*a_yy+6*rho^2*rho_x*a_z*rho_xxy*a_zz*a_yy+12*rho^2*rho_y

*a_x*a_xy*rho_yzz*a_xz+12*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*a_xy*rho_xzz*a_yz-12*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*a_xy*rho_xyz

*a_zz-12*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*a_xz*rho_xzz*a_yy+12*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*a_xz*rho_xyz*a_yz-12*rho^2*rho_y

*a_x*rho_yzz*a_yz*a_xx+6*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*a_xx*rho_yyz*a_zz+6*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*a_xx*rho_zzz*a_yy

+6*rho^2*rho_y*a_x*rho_xxz*a_zz*a_yy+12*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*a_xy*rho_xxy*a_zz-12*rho^2*rho_y*a_z

*a_xy*rho_xxz*a_yz-12*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*a_xy*a_xz*rho_xyz+12*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*a_xz*rho_xxz*a_yy

-12*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*a_xz*rho_xxy*a_yz+12*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*rho_xyz*a_yz*a_xx-6*rho^2*rho_y*a_z

*a_xx*rho_xzz*a_yy-6*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*a_xx*rho_xyy*a_zz-6*rho^2*rho_y*a_z*rho_xxx*a_zz*a_yy

-12*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*a_xy*rho_yyz*a_xz-12*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*a_xy*rho_xyz*a_yz+12*rho^2*rho_z*a_x

*a_xy*rho_xyy*a_zz+12*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*a_xz*rho_xyz*a_yy-12*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*a_xz*rho_xyy*a_yz

+12*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*rho_yyz*a_yz*a_xx-6*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*a_xx*rho_yzz*a_yy-6*rho^2*rho_z*a_x

*a_xx*rho_yyy*a_zz-6*rho^2*rho_z*a_x*rho_xxy*a_zz*a_yy-12*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*a_xy*rho_xxy*a_zz

+12*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*a_xy*rho_xxz*a_yz+12*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*a_xy*a_xz*rho_xyz-12*rho^2*rho_z*a_y

*a_xz*rho_xxz*a_yy+12*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*a_xz*rho_xxy*a_yz-12*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*rho_xyz*a_yz*a_xx

+6*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*a_xx*rho_xzz*a_yy+6*rho^2*rho_z*a_y*a_xx*rho_xyy*a_zz+6*rho^2*rho_z*a_y

*rho_xxx*a_zz*a_yy-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_x*a_y*rho_yyz*a_zz-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_x*a_y*rho_zzz*a_yy

+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_x*a_y*rho_yzz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_x*a_z*rho_yyz*a_yz+6*rho*rho_x^2*a_x*a_z

*rho_yyy*a_zz+6*rho*rho_x^2*a_x*a_z*rho_yzz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_z*rho_yyz*a_xz+6*rho

*rho_x^2*a_y*a_z*rho_xzz*a_yy-6*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_z*rho_xyy*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_z

*rho_yzz*a_xy-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_xy*rho_yz*a_zz+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_xy*a_yz*rho_zz

+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_xz*a_yz*rho_yz-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y*a_xz*rho_zz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_y

*rho_xz*a_yy*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_z*a_xy*a_yz*rho_yz+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_z*a_xy*rho_yy*a_zz

+12*rho*rho_x^2*a_z*a_xz*rho_yz*a_yy-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_z*a_xz*a_yz*rho_yy-12*rho*rho_x^2*a_z

*rho_xy*a_yy*a_zz+6*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_yyz*a_zz+6*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_zzz*a_yy

-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_yzz*a_yz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*rho_xz*a_yz^2-6*rho*rho_x*rho_y

*a_y^2*rho_xxz*a_zz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y^2*a_xz*rho_xzz-6*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y^2*a_xx*rho_zzz

-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*rho_yz*a_xz^2-6*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z^2*rho_yyz*a_xx+6*rho*rho_x*rho_y

*a_z^2*rho_xxz*a_yy-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z^2*rho_xxy*a_yz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z^2*rho_xyy

*a_xz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z*rho_yy*a_xz^2-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z*rho_xx*a_yz^2-6*rho*rho_x

*rho_z*a_x^2*rho_yyy*a_zz-6*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x^2*rho_yzz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x^2

*rho_yyz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*rho_xy*a_yz^2-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y^2*rho_xzz*a_xy

+6*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y^2*rho_yzz*a_xx-6*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y^2*rho_xxy*a_zz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z

*a_y^2*rho_xxz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*rho_zz*a_xy^2+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*rho_xx*a_yz^2

-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z^2*rho_xyy*a_xy+6*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z^2*a_xx*rho_yyy+6*rho*rho_x*rho_z

*a_z^2*rho_xxy*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z*a_xy^2*rho_yz-12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*a_xz*rho_xzz

+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*a_xx*rho_zzz+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*rho_xxz*a_zz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z

*rho_xzz*a_xy+6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*rho_xxy*a_zz-6*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*rho_yzz*a_xx-12*rho

*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*rho_xxz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_xy*a_xz*rho_zz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_xy

*rho_xz*a_zz-12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_xz*rho_xz*a_yz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_x*a_xx*a_yz*rho_zz-12*rho

*rho_y^2*a_x*a_xx*rho_yz*a_zz-6*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*a_y*rho_xzz*a_xx-6*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*a_y*rho_xxx

*a_zz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*a_y*rho_xxz*a_xz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*a_xy*rho_xz*a_xz-12*rho*rho_y^2

*a_z*a_xy*a_zz*rho_xx+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*rho_xx*a_yz*a_xz+12*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*a_xx*rho_xy*a_zz

-12*rho*rho_y^2*a_z*a_xx*rho_xz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_yyz*a_xz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y

*a_x^2*rho_yzz*a_xy+6*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_xyy*a_zz-6*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_xzz*a_yy

+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*rho_zz*a_xy^2-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*rho_yy*a_xz^2+6*rho*rho_z*rho_y

*a_y^2*rho_xzz*a_xx+6*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y^2*rho_xxx*a_zz-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y^2*rho_xxz*a_xz
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+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y*rho_xy*a_xz^2+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z^2*rho_xxy*a_xy-6*rho*rho_z*rho_y

*a_z^2*a_yy*rho_xxx-6*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z^2*rho_xyy*a_xx-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z*rho_xz*a_xy^2

+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y*rho_xxy*a_yz-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y*rho_xyy*a_xz-6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y

*rho_xxz*a_yy+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y*rho_yyz*a_xx+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_z*rho_xyy*a_xy-6*rho

*rho_z^2*a_x*a_z*a_xx*rho_yyy-6*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_z*rho_xxy*a_yy+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_xy*a_xz

*rho_yy+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_xy*a_yz*rho_xy-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*rho_xy*a_xz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_z^2

*a_x*a_xx*rho_yz*a_yy-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_x*a_xx*a_yz*rho_yy-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*a_z*rho_xxy*a_xy

+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*a_z*a_yy*rho_xxx+6*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*a_z*rho_xyy*a_xx-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*a_xy

*rho_xy*a_xz-12*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*a_xy*a_yz*rho_xx+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*rho_xx*a_yy*a_xz-12*rho

*rho_z^2*a_y*a_xx*rho_xz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_z^2*a_y*a_xx*a_yz*rho_xy+12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*a_y

*rho_yz*a_zz-12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*a_y*a_yz*rho_zz+12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*a_y*rho_yzz*a_z

+6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_zz*a_yy-6*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_yy*a_zz-12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z

*a_y*rho_xy*a_zz+12*rho_x^2*rho_y*a_z*a_y*a_xy*rho_zz+6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x*a_y*rho_zz*a_yy

-6*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x*a_y*rho_yy*a_zz-12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x*a_y*rho_yyz*a_z-12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x

*a_z*rho_yz*a_yy+12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_x*a_z*a_yz*rho_yy+12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_z*a_y*rho_xz*a_yy

-12*rho_x^2*rho_z*a_z*a_y*a_xz*rho_yy+12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*a_xz*rho_zz-12*rho_x*rho_y^2

*a_x*a_y*a_z*rho_xzz-12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*rho_xz*a_zz+12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*rho_xy*a_zz

-12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*a_xy*rho_zz-6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_z*a_y*a_xx*rho_zz+6*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_z

*a_y*a_zz*rho_xx-12*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*a_y*rho_yzz+12*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_yyz*a_z

-6*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_zz*a_yy+6*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_yy*a_zz+12*rho_x*rho_z

*rho_y*a_x*rho_xzz*a_y^2-12*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_z^2*rho_xyy-6*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_y^2*a_zz

*rho_xx-12*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_y^2*a_z*rho_xxz+6*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_y^2*a_xx*rho_zz+12*rho_x

*rho_z*rho_y*a_z^2*a_y*rho_xxy+6*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_z^2*a_yy*rho_xx-6*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_z^2

*rho_yy*a_xx+12*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y*a_z*rho_xyy-12*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y*rho_xz*a_yy

+12*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x*a_y*a_xz*rho_yy+12*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x*a_z*rho_xy*a_yy-12*rho_x*rho_z^2

*a_x*a_z*rho_yy*a_xy-6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_y*a_z*a_yy*rho_xx+6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_y*a_z*rho_yy*a_xx

+6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*a_zz*rho_xx+12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x*a_y*a_z*rho_xxz-6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x

*a_y*a_xx*rho_zz+12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*a_yz*rho_xx-12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z*rho_yz*a_xx

+12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_z*a_y*a_xx*rho_xz-12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_z*a_y*a_xz*rho_xx+12*rho_z^2*rho_y

*a_x*a_y*rho_yz*a_xx-12*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x*a_y*a_z*rho_xxy-12*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x*a_y*a_yz*rho_xx

-6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x*a_z*a_yy*rho_xx+6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_yy*a_xx+12*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_y

*a_z*a_xy*rho_xx-12*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_y*a_z*a_xx*rho_xy+2*rho_x^3*rho_zzz*a_y^3-2*rho_x^3*a_z^3

*rho_yyy-2*rho_y^3*rho_zzz*a_x^3+2*rho_y^3*a_z^3*rho_xxx+2*rho_z^3*rho_yyy*a_x^3-2*rho_z^3

*a_y^3*rho_xxx+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*a_xz*rho_zz*a_yy-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_x*rho_xz*a_yy*a_zz

-24*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*a_z*a_xz*rho_xyz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*a_z*rho_xxy*a_zz+12*rho*rho_x

*rho_y*a_y*a_z*rho_yzz*a_xx-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*a_xy*rho_xz*a_zz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y

*a_xy*a_xz*rho_zz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*a_xz*rho_xz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*a_xx*a_yz

*rho_zz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_y*a_xx*rho_yz*a_zz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z*a_xy*rho_xz*a_yz

-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z*a_xy*rho_yz*a_xz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z*rho_xz*a_xz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x

*rho_y*a_z*a_yz*a_xx*rho_yz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z*a_zz*a_yy*rho_xx-12*rho*rho_x*rho_y*a_z

*a_zz*rho_yy*a_xx-24*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*a_y*rho_xyz*a_yz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*a_y*rho_xzz

*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*a_y*rho_xyy*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*a_xy*rho_yy*a_z

z+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*a_xy*a_yz*rho_yz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*a_xz*rho_yz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x

*rho_z*a_x*a_xz*a_yz*rho_yy+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_x*rho_xy*a_yy*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_z

*rho_xxz*a_yy-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_z*rho_yyz*a_xx+24*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_z*rho_xyz*a_xy

+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_xy*rho_yz*a_xz+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_xy*rho_xy*a_zz-12*rho*rho_x

*rho_z*a_y*a_yz*rho_xy*a_xz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_yz*a_xx*rho_yz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y

*a_zz*a_yy*rho_xx+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_y*a_yy*a_xx*rho_zz-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z*a_xy*a_xz

*rho_yy-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z*a_xy*a_yz*rho_xy+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z*rho_xy*a_xz*a_yy

-12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z*a_xx*rho_yz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_x*rho_z*a_z*a_xx*a_yz*rho_yy-12*rho*rho_z

*rho_y*a_x*a_y*rho_yzz*a_xx-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_y*rho_xxy*a_zz+24*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_y

*a_xz*rho_xyz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_yyz*a_xx-24*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_xyz*a_xy

+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_xxz*a_yy-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_xy*rho_xz*a_yz-12*rho*rho_z

*rho_y*a_x*a_xy*rho_xy*a_zz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*rho_xz*a_xz*a_yy+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x

*a_yz*rho_xy*a_xz-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_yy*a_xx*rho_zz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_zz*rho_yy

*a_xx-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y*a_xy*rho_xz*a_xz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y*a_xy*a_zz*rho_xx

-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y*rho_xx*a_yz*a_xz-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_y*a_xx*rho_xy*a_zz+12*rho*rho_z

*rho_y*a_y*a_xx*rho_xz*a_yz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z*a_xy*rho_xy*a_xz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z

*a_xy*a_yz*rho_xx-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z*rho_xx*a_yy*a_xz+12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z*a_xx*rho_xz

*a_yy-12*rho*rho_z*rho_y*a_z*a_xx*a_yz*rho_xy+24*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_y*rho_xz*a_yz

-24*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_y*rho_yz*a_xz+24*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_z*rho_yz*a_xy-24*rho_x*

rho_z*rho_y*a_x*a_z*a_yz*rho_xy+24*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y*a_z*a_y*rho_xy*a_xz-24*rho_x*rho_z*rho_y

*a_z*a_y*a_xy*rho_xz+12*rho_x*rho_y^2*a_z^2*a_xy*rho_xz+6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x^2*rho_yz*a_yy

+6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x^2*rho_yyz*a_y-6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x^2*a_yz*rho_yy-6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x^2

*a_z*rho_yyy-12*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_x*rho_xyz*a_y^2+6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_y^2*a_yz*rho_xx+12*rho_x

*rho_z^2*a_y^2*a_xy*rho_xz-6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_y^2*a_z*rho_xxy-12*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_y^2*rho_xy

*a_xz-6*rho_x*rho_z^2*a_y^2*rho_yz*a_xx+6*rho_y^3*a_z*a_x*a_xx*rho_zz-6*rho_y^3*a_z*a_x*a_zz

*rho_xx-12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_xz*a_yz-6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x^2*a_y*rho_xzz-6*rho_z*rho_y^2

*a_x^2*rho_xy*a_zz+6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x^2*a_xy*rho_zz+12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x^2*rho_yz*a_xz

-12*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x^2*a_z*rho_xyz+6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_x*a_z^2*rho_xxy-6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_y

*a_z^2*rho_xxx-6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_z^2*a_xy*rho_xx+6*rho_z*rho_y^2*a_z^2*a_xx*rho_xy-12*rho_z^2

*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_yz*a_xy-6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x^2*a_xz*rho_yy+6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x^2*rho_xz*a_yy

+12*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x^2*a_yz*rho_xy+12*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x^2*a_y*rho_xyz+6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x^2

*a_z*rho_xyy-6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_x*rho_xxz*a_y^2+6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_y^2*a_z*rho_xxx-6*rho_z^2

*rho_y*a_y^2*a_xx*rho_xz+6*rho_z^2*rho_y*a_y^2*a_xz*rho_xx+6*rho_z^3*a_y*a_x*a_yy*rho_xx

-6*rho_z^3*a_y*a_x*rho_yy*a_xx+6*rho_z^3*a_y^2*a_xx*rho_xy
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